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Preface 
It is now about fifteen years since the commercial production of proteaceae in 
plantations began and in that h e  there have been millions of proteaceae plants 
planted. In those fifteen years some people have lost money over them, many have 
lost sleep over them, a few have done quite well out of them and I have written two 
books about them. 

The first of these was “Proteas”. It was written because in the mid 1980s there was 
a great need for infomation on the skills of the vegetative propagation of proteaceae 
so that growers could break away from the seedling syndrome that was taking so 
many of them down the wrong track “Proteas” dealt mainly with that topic. 

The second book, “Profit From Proteas” dealt with the importance of clonal 
selection and the economics of planning production. It was written after my first trip 
to Zimbabwe where I had seen fist hand what happens to a buddmg floriculture 
industry when the wrong advice is given and hundreds of acres of the wrong thing is 
planted in the wrong place. 

This third book has been produced to fill a current need. Each year I spend many 
hours talking to growers who visit me seeking information. I also spend many hours 
writing replies to the numerous appeals for information fiom overseas. This book 
makes availabIe information both old and new on the basic fundamentals of 
plantation planning and production. It answers most of the questions that new 
growers must know to make informed decisions about their project. It also contains 
material which brings established growers up to date with new information about 
production and plant health which has not previously been published. 

Here then is what I c‘du a basic ‘nuts and bolts hand book’, 

Jack Harrk 
May 1995. 
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SECTION ONE 

An Introduction To Proteaceae. 
1: 1 Where and how do proteilceae grow in nature. 
The name Proteaceae often shortened to Protea is derived fiom the mythical Greek 
god Proteus who has the power to show himself in many forms. They are a large 
f d y  of plants that are indigenous to the southern hemisphere. Many of the cut 
flower varieties such as Protea, Leucospermum, Leucodzndron, Serruria, 
Paranomus, Mirnetes are found in South Afiica. Australia is host to other cut flower 
varieties with their principal ones being Banksia, Telopea, D~yandra, Isopogen, 
Grevillea. New Zealaid has I(ru3hta excelsia the Rewarewa lree and a Kinzea and 
South America has the CMan Fre Bush ana one or two others 

To grow these plants successllly a grower really needs to understand them as many 
varieties are quite complex in their requirerrients of soil type aid chtiatic conditions. 
There is no better place than their natural environment to study a plants growing 
requirements and h s  section briefly explores how and where the South AfYican 
species live in nature. Your greatest key to success is to apply their demands to your 
plantation. The smie principals can be applied to Uie Australian gmerd. 

When we look at South Afiican Proteaceae in their natural surroundings we find that 
each particular variety of a species and quite often a particular variant of a variety are 
quite specific of tlie climatic coriditions iirid Lhe soil type h t  they will live, survive 
and reproduce in. This is particularly so in areas where there are extreme variables in 
climate and soil types and even within quite short &stances such as is encountered 
in some of the Cape province of South f i c a  you will frnd a large range of 
Proteaceae each living in their own little colcmy which then gives way to another 
variety. 

Time and again you will see a stand of pr. repens and it will suddenly end and there 
will be pr. rutida or pr laurifoiiu instead. AU varieties .are fourid either growing with 
old dead grasses or litter protectiong their roots. They are never seen with bare 
ground around them and this is a point that persons growing them in plantations 
must take notice of. AU Proteaceae hate having theit root zone bare. 

Each varieties genetic make up is finely tuned to live, survive and reproduce in that 
particular climatic location in that particular soil type and if sezd is taken fiom there 
and planted in another location even quite close by it wdl probably fail to establish. 
It is this fact that a particular vaiaif ora vaiety must have such specific clirriatic and 
soil type requirements that makes it &fEcult to grow some Proteaceae. On the other 
hand there are those that in nature are widespread such as Id saliLmum, P. neriifolia 
and P. repens which have much wider range of acceptance of soil types and clunatic 
conditions. 
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The one aspect that makes Proteaceae stand alone fiom all  other genera is that they 
have a very special dual root system. There are the primary roots which like any 
other plant genera reach deep into the ground to anchor the plant and keep it supplied 
with Irioisture from tlie soil. Some Proteaceae varieties roots can reach as deep as 
three metres and in doing so they are capable of providing moisture to the plant even 
under very dry surface conditions. Proteaceae primary roots must never become 
flooded or they d start to degenerate and for this reason good drainage is essential 
at all times to the depth that a particular varieties roots reach. This depth varies 
greatly between different varieties and this is why some varieties get affected and 
some don't when lugh watertables occur in plantations. 

The other system of roots are called proteoid roots. These are highly specialised and 
unique to Proteaceae. They form at or just below ground surface level and therefore 
operate in a relatively dry and well aerated environment. These two factors are 
paramount to proteoid roots well being. They must never become waterlogged. 

These roots resemble hairy sponges and their finction is to absorb and store 
nutrients %om the soil and release them into the plant when the plant is making a 
vegetative growth. . They form during the rainy season (when ever that may be) and 
in most varieties reach their m&um efficiency towards the end of that period 
Following the process of releasing the stored nutrients into the plant to promote the 
next growth cycle of branches, leaves and flowers, these proteoid roots die to be 
replaced by a new system the following rainy period. Their h c t i o n  is not to supply 
the plant with moisture. The primaxy roots alone do that. 

As proteoid roots are invariably at or just below the surface of the ground it makes 
them particularly vulnerable to damage from ground dwelling insects, cultivation, 
overdosing of fertilizers and weed control chemical misuse. The dangers of these to 
the plants well being is dealt with in the following sections. 

The foliage of different varieties varies greatly. A pai-ticular varieties leaf make-up 
arid colour are always in h m o n y  with where they grow in nature with the green leaf 
varieties being found in the lower light areas and the bludgreen, grey or red foliage 
ones being found in higher light areas. On the whole, other than a few varieties, 
Proteaceae are seldom found in high sunlight areas and indeed most species and 
varieties ha t  we use in our gardens and for cut flower production are quite Sensitive 
to high sunlight levels. It is interesting to note that in South Afiica almost no 
Proteaceae are to be found growing on north facing slopes, ie. facing into the 
afternoon sun. Further to this, most Proteaceae occur naturally in the area along the 
seaboard a id  inl.and to the mountain ranges stretching from the Cape to Port 
Ehbeth,  an area that is greatly influenced by sea haze along the lower ground and 
mists along the mountain tops. 
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When Proteaceae are planted in countries outside of their nztural environment they 
often do nc 
some place 
level UYdt 6 
l b  is a pomt mar growers snodd bear in mind when they are plarumig a yrmnauon. 
Wherever possible always choose land facing away fiom the afternoon sun; ie. 
northern hemisphere facing north or north east, southern hemisphere facing south or 
south east. This is not quite so important with blue/green, grey and red fohge types. 
The light factor is dealt with in more detail in 3:8 to 3:lO. 

2 high light intensities some of those 
Hawaii they can not be g o w n  succ 
tlie & d y  cloud bark that builds up 

The combination nf high teqxxtures and humidity is the biggest threat to 
Proteaceae in cultivation. In nature they are only lo be found gowing where Uiere is 
virtually always some air movement. High humidity does occur where they are 
growing in the form of fog and sea haze but as it rolls in off the ocean it is 
accompanied by a drop in temperature. Proteaceae are quite happy with ?006 
humidity provided the temperatures are below about 1OC. This is a point that 
growers must heed when choosing a plantation location. Constant air movement 
does compensate to some degree for high humidity but when a location experiences 
four or five days of 9006 humidity and a temperature of +25C like some parts of New 
Zealand does when there is a large tropical cyclone moving in, fmgi can be a big 
problem. Humidity is dealt with in some detd in 3:4. 

It can be seen fiom the foregoing that growing proteaceae successhlly is not a soft 
touch occupatiori as some persons would have you believe. It is a full time 
profession - not a part time week-end hobby. 

1:2 Proteaceae flowers and their place in 
the international floriculture market. 
The flowers and bracts of Proteaceae are endlessly variable in their forms and range 
from p. cynaroides which can be 3Ocm in dia to the smallest leucodendrons whch 
are but a few mm in hameter Because of tlus they have greatly varying uses in floral 
work. All of them can be used in a vase but some of them only last a day or so once 
picked while others have a vase life of weeks. It is those with the longer vase life that 
have a value as a cut flower. 

It is now about thirty years since South African farmers started harvesting Proteas 
from natural stands and air freighting them to Europe to be sold in the flower markets 
or on the streets by flower vendors. In that thirty years Proteaceae have not 
progressed very far in the percentage of world market sales. There are a number of 
reasons for this w 4 h  the pMiary one being that dealers still lack confidence in them 
because t h q  are so variable in, Supply and quahty. WMst it is understandable that 
wild picked material d always be variable in quality and the supply pattern d ' b e  
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governed by seasonal flowering patterns it is a fact that growers around the world 
now growing these flowers in plantations have done little to improve quality, 
presentation and supply patterns. 

There are indications that t h ~ s  may now be changing as the many opportunist 
plantations that wzre planted with anythm~ that looked hki: a protea come to the end 
of their life but a rzal change won’t take place unless present andm new growers make 
a huge effort lo improve their quality arid supply patteni. Much of the problem lies 
with plant producers some of who go on pumping out and selling to unsuspecting 
growers material that can only be described as junk. There is a great need to 
rationalize protzaceae clonal selection and production. These subjects are dealt with 
in some detail in “Profit From Proteas” and how lo propagate vegetatively is dealt 
with in “Proteas”. Both are written by the same author and are still available from 
kverlea Nurseries, P.O. Box 69, Feilding, New Zealand. 

1:3 Commercial proteaceae cut flowers speciesharieties. 
The three principal species of South African Proteaceae traded as commercial cut 
flowers and foliage are Protea, Leucospermum, Leucodendron. Others of a more 
minor nature are Ifimeties, Senuria, Paranonius. The three main Australian ones are 
Banksia, Dryandra, Telopea with Grevillea, Isopogen of lesser importance. 

In the Protea group there are three main types. The king (P. cynaroides) stands alone 
as by far the largest Protea flower. Of the bearded types the principal ones are 
repens, neriifolia, eximia, rna-pificia and hybrids of all of these. The remaining 
group are those Illd ’have the tubular type flowers. Ingeneral these have a short vase 
life but they are often used in the advanced bud stage as fillers. These include P. 
mundii, lacticolour, aurea etc. 

Marly hybrid Leucospemums have been developed over the past fifteen years and 
their colours range &om reds and pinks through to orange and yellows. Many of 
these are quite specific in the climatic location that they will grow in successfully. 
Some of them are not fiost tolerant and some give problems &om excessive fungi 
invasion. L W X S ~ ~ I I I ~ U I ~ S  art: not an easy crop in fiosty or high humidity. 

.Wiouph there many new forms of Ieucospermum, the market still has a strong 
preference for cordifolium whch has a flower that opens to be up to 12cm (5”)  
across arid is a strong vibrant orange. Some markets tend to ignore all Other  
It.ucospennums if cordifohm is available except for Christmas time when reds are 
popiil;u 
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Leucadendrons which are not flowers but are bracts, are developing as a hgh profile 
international floral material. There is a wide range of varieties now being traded 
ranging fiom the laureolum/Safari Sunset types through the many multi-bract forms, 
(floridurn, salicfolium etc) to the large flat fonris (oriental) which are more like a 
flower than a bract. Because Leucodendrons are regarded as greenery it is important 
that they achieve long stem lengths, if at all possible in excess of 60cm and in some 
of the larger ones it is only those of 85cm plus that consistantly bring a high returns. 

In the Australian Proteaceae there is a huge range of Banksia which are used in the 
floral trade both as dried flowers and as fiesh flowers. Those used are mostly 
confined to the West Australian cone types, prionites, menzesii, victorii etc rather 
than the eastern states bottle brush type hke B. ericofolia. Teloyea the other major 
Australian proteaceae traded is almost exclusively confined to the NSW form of 
T.speciossomma although some hybrids are used. Dryandra and Grevilliea are 
predominantly regarded as foliage. 

Examples of some of the flowers and foliage outhned above can be seen on the 
inside of the fiont and back cover of this book. 

It is most unlikely that a first time grower will be totally successful with their fust 
crop of any variety. Growing any crop involves acquiring certain skills ofjudgement 
in cultivation and handling the crop. Every variety and every location has its own 
specific variables and growers usually find that they can grow four or five varieties 
really well and a few others to a lesser degree. The information given in the following 
sections should help you in achieving your goals.. 
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SECTIOS TV'O 

Calculating The Standing Costs Of 
Development And Production 
2: 1 Overview. 
In any project there are development and production costs. Some of these are quite 
obvious arid s:011i< are hdclen. Th~s section identifies the standing unavoidable costs. 

In most instances the costs outlined here may seem quite obvious to growers but 
some of them hke providing an adequate supply of h g h  quality water may run to 
thousands of dollars. Because tliere are so many vakbles UUs section does not put 
an actual value on these costs. This you must do by your own investigations and 
appraisal. 

Section Three outluies additiorial optional costs Uiat may be incurred to grow a 
particular crop in a pdcular  c h a t e  and those costs wdl have to be added to the 
standing costs outlined here to give a hal pre harvest costing. 

2:2 Land value. The ownership or control of land irrespective of whether it is 
owned fieehold owned with a mortgage or leased does incur standing overhead 
costs. These include annual rates or local land taws, insurance, loss of revenue from 
!lie equivalent equity if tlie larid was sold arid Uie nioney was invested. 

When a plantation is part of a farm, the items listed above may be minimal and could 
be ignored. However at the other end of the scale if the land was close to or within a 
buili up area arid consequently of high value arid iricurririg high aruiual taxes the 
standmg costs of occupying the land would be sigruficant. 

2:3 Water. Water is an important ingrelent of your future success. The cost of 
an adequate supply of good quality water can be annual cost in water dues to the 
supply authority or in energy costs to pump your ORTI supply. On the other hand to 
s o ~ ~ i e  growers it is Gee. IC tlwe is riot an adequate supply of good quality water 
available it may involve a si-gnificant capital cost to provide it. 

2:4 Development costs. 
The development costs include the capital cost of irrigation (if required), weed 
matting (if  used). fiost control (if required), light control (if required), provision to 
support crop by either pro\<ding mesh or overhead wires and the cost of labour 
bivalved in arid iilstilllirlg Uiz forepoing. The pros arid cons orproviding dl 01' ariy of 
the above is outhied m Sectmi m e e .  
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2:s Live Plant costs. This must be calculated on a per plant basis and not on 
a per acre basis. The cost should be calculated on the initial cost plus a 10O.b 
replacertielit cost on accidental losses in Ihe fist two yeus. 

2:6 Labour costs of establishment.This is in two phases. planting and 

the contour of the land and whether or not weed matting is used. If weed mattins is 
used at the time of planting it w d  greatly increase the initial establishment costs but 
it w i l l  decrease the ongoing maintenance costs through years one to four. 

I I l ~ t ~ I l ~ l ~ ~ .  L O C d  pa) rates Will Of COUISe iIfflUlIlCC! these Costs ,VrZiIu) as \Cfl dS0 

Where growers are doing all or most ofthe work themselves and in doing this work 
they are prevented from earning other income. the labour costs must be charged 
against the establishment costs.On the other hand, if the principal worker in the 
plantation is a fa t ler  or his wire aid they live in mi isolded area where tliere is no 
local employment, then the revenue earned tiom producmg a crop offlowers is all a 
positive plus in financial revenue. In an industp where there are a hgh number of 
items to be handed and each item is handled 3 number of times between the bush 
arid the carton, the efficient use of labour c a i  aid does determine the Grid profit 
maragin as the ineflicient handltng and p a c h g  ofthe end product can cost more than 
the flower will re&e at its final destination. It is for this reason that some growers 
fall 

.2: 7 Expendable materials.These include fuel, electricity and chemicals. 
tvhi lst  the costs and uses of energy are somewhat standard, the use and cost of 
chemicals can vary greatly between plarita tioris.Thert3 are two principal reasons for 
this. Firstly, because of their location, some plantations need more frequent 
applications of chemicals to control h g i  and insects. The second reason is that in 
many plantations thz method of application of chemicals is not as effective as it 
should be or the cliemicals being used are no1 the right ones for thdl  particular 
problem or time of* year. Because of thls more frequent applications are needed 
whch can more than double the annual costs for chemical The uses of chemicals 
and their application i s  djsciissed in Section Five. . 

2:8 Capital cost of equipment and machinery. If the production of 
proteaceae flowers or foliage is part of a larger business such 3s a f m ,  orchard or 
rriarhel garden etc. then the capital arid ruru~ig cost of eyuiprnent is a very srtlall 
component in the overall annual budget provided all the necessary equipment is 
already omed. The onz item that ofen has to be purchased is a cMer of sufficient 
dimensions to handle the crop. It is impossible to produce n hqh quality end product 
wiff lout one. 
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If the plantation stands alone, then all allowable depreciation and running costs of 
plant and equipment needs to be considered and calculated. Your accountant can 
advise you on thz implications this. 

2:9 Freight cosfs.This must be calculated fiom the farm gate to either: the 
domestic consumer or if being exported to the premises of the fieight forwarder. 
These costs are usually straight forward and easily calculated. However in most 
instances international rates tend to rise annually and in four years time they can well 
be 15% greater than when the plantation was planted. This increase almost invariably 
comes out of the growers prifit margin. In most instances growers will not be 
involved in this calculation but if the product is being exported your profit margin 
will be affected by it. Obviously the most distant destinations are the most expensive 
to supply and this fact often precludes New Zealand &om supplying Europe with 
proteas. However, since air fieight is calculated volumetrically as well as by weight, 
in the orchid seaon some proteas can be sent, sharing a pallet with orchids, whch 
do not make up the fhll volumetric weight on their own. 

2: 10 Summary. It can be seen that when all the factors listed in this section are 
taken into consideration that there can be sets of circumstances which preclude a 
certain product being sold within a particular market or market level. For instance 
you may have a crop ofrnaplicent King Proteas but because it is swnmer in Europe 
the cost of gettin2 them there is greater than their value there is in their summer. In 
another situation you can have a product that has all the right physical qualities right 
but it has cost so much to produce it in overheads because you had to provide 
expensive frost protection and your pack house labour was inefficient that there is no 
margin left when it is sold at current market levels. On the other hand if you have 
planned your operation well, planted the right clones for your climate and 
management skills and you have a perfect product in quality, stem length, colour 
etc., gown efficiently, packed arid delivered to the consumer in a professional 
manner at the right time of year it will sell at a price which is much greater than all the 
standmg and running costs and you will make a profit. 
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SECTION THREE 

Pre Planting - Investigate And Decide. 
3:l Overview 
This is the most important section in this book as it investigates most ofthe aspects 
you are likely to encounter in plantation planning. Once you have read and 
absorbed it you should be in a better position to make Uie right decisions for your 
own location and management skills. The decisions you do make may incur 
additional development costs and these will have to be added to those already 
calculated fiom Section Two. 

The success of your plantation and to some extent what you can grow in it will 
largely depend on whether or not you make the right decisions prior to planting 
Some of Llaese, wluch you have little control over wdl affect what varieties you can 
plant as a crop because the plants you plant must be matched to your soil type and 
climate. Some decisions you make will affect the long term hture management of 
your plantation. For instance; are you going to use weed matting to control the weed 
growth, are you going to provide irrigation for your plants, are you going to provide 
frost control for your crop. are you going to provide shade for your crop. Some 
decisions you can delay and implement action on them later if it is found that they 
are necessary. Some decisions are necessary before planting because if you are 
going to implement them it may widen the range of varieties that you will be able to 
grow successfully. 

In a hand book such as this is Qfficult to recommend production procedures as 
different locations have different needs. For instance in Hawaii California, 
hnbabwe, West Australta and some parts of South Afhca, irrigation is provided as 
a matter of course because it is impossible to grow a crop through the dry season 
without it. Likewise in those same countries the use ofweed matting would in many 
instances be an unnecessary expenditure as weed growth there is usually a low key 
problem. On the other hand in New Zealand, Tasmania and some parts of eastern 
Australia, weed growth is a problem' because of the more regular year round rainfall 
experienced in those areas. This regular year round rainfall, besides malang weeds 
grow almost all year round also protides a more or less adequate soil moisture level 
for Proteaceae to survive m and because of ttus many growers in these areas doubt 
whether it is necessary to provide irrigation. 

3:2 Soil type. 
The one factor that you can not change is your soil type. All Proteaceae must have 
well drained soils. This does not mean dry soils and in fact to produce a flower crop 
most varieties need quite a high soil moisture level. TIus is dealt with in some detd 
in 3:ll to 313. 
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The term well drained soil means that if your land is wet and soggy during your 
wettest part of the year and your feet sink into the surface when you walk on it 
immedately after 25mm (1 inch) of rain, then the land is unsuited to proteaceae 
production tulles it can be improved by &aimage or ridging. Even with these steps 
to improve drainage the presence of a high water table (whch is sure to occur every 
few years during an extra wet season) is a very great risk and d usually result in 
unacceptable plant losses. Ifyour soil is wet and soggy don't plant Protenceae. 

3:3 Climatic environment. 
The elements that make up your climatic environment are other factors that you can 
not change but you do have some control over some of these by way of providing 
irrigation in a dry climate, fiost protection in fiosty areas and light control in hgh 
sunhght areas. However there is one climatic factor that you have no control over and 
that is humihty and after soil type this is your first consideration. 

3:4 Humidity 
Fungi invasion in a Proteaceae plantation is always related to the s u m  of the 
combined temperature and humidity prevailing in a location at any given time. A 
simple means ofcalculating the risk factor in your location is to take the temperature 
reading in Celsius and add it to the relative humidity in percentage. For instance; a 
temperature of 20C. and a humidity of 6596 gives an aggregate of 85. For reference 
purposes this has been given the equation of th/c followed by the number, in this 
example it is Wc85. Ifit were to be calculated in Fahrenheit it would be Wfl33. The 
hugher the combined temperature and humidity aggregate, then the greater is the risk 
of b g i  invasion. 

Research on my properties and observations in other areas around the world show 
that the danger level to varieties of Proteaceae with smooth hairless leaves is around 
th/clOO. There are exceptions to this especially in some variants of p.cynaroides 
which will take up to Wc 1 10, but above this level even these are at a high risk of 
invasion by fungi. For varieties with hairy leaves and particularly those of a 
blue/grey colour the danger level begins around Wc85 and it is even lower than this 
when there are prolonged periods (more than three consecutive days), when Wc 
never drops below this especially if there is a total absence of sunlight caused by 
cloudy conditions. Such conditions can be experienced in tropical monsoon or sub 
tropical hurricane conditions. The eastern states of Australia and New Zealand quite 
reguarlarly experience these conditions when there are hurricanes hovering away off 
sliore in the Tmnm Sea and Pacific Ocean. 

Nore; Prolonyed low light levels especially if associated with very calm conditions 
definitely lower the th/c danger point and increase the incidence of many fungi 
problzms. If thzrz is no sunllght for four consecutive days the danger level could 
drop from WCOO to around th/C 80 for some varieties. 
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Fungi starts especially h grey and hairy leaf varieties. 

Fungi starts in Id. discolour - procerum and similar. 

Safe level for most commercial varieties 

1 

I 

Humidity/temperature (Wc) tolerance of Proteaceae. 

Danger levels will vary plus or minus about 5 points depending on air movement, ie. 
if there is a constant breeze (another reason lo encourage air movement in lay out 
design, see 4.3 ) the plant that was safe at Wc100 could be safe at Wc 105 but ifit 
were a dead calm for several days then the safe level of tMc100 could be lowered to 
th/c 95. In humid conditions with no air movement for several days all varieties are 
at high risk at Wc85 and above. Growers should be aware ofwhat their thdc levels are 
and whch are the danger times of the year. In variety selection, first time growers 
should be guided by existing local knowledge. EstablisF S 
know what varities are not possible in their location. First ti to 
establish plantalioris in risk areas should avoid varieties m e  ~ s p .  corauouum ana P. 
magmfica. Some h g i  control is possible by regular chemical applications during 
danger periods but h s  is time consuming and expensive. Chemical controls of h g i  
are dealt with in Section Five 

led growers w i l l e a c  
me growers who want 

,.I. 1’ 3 

3:5 The dangers of frost. 
Sub zero temperatures are another climatic factor which controls what crop can be 
viably produced. If however frosts of no Inore than -2C. are ever experiermed in your 
location you can dmount the remainder of thus discussion on fiosts as -2C has 
virtually no affect on any Proteaceae plant of any age unless it is in very active 
growth. 

For those growers who do.have fiosts greater than -2C. it is important for you to 
determine what is the m3,uimum frost factor of your plantation is it will grzatly 
influence what varieties are safe for you to plant without protection. 
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The eff'ect that frost ofmore than -2C. but less than -5C., has on a plant, is not related 
solely to the minirmmi temperature but is the compounded effect of the degree of 
below zero temperature multiplied by the hours that the fiost is lying. This 
cdCUldtiOI1 hiis bein @veri then n m z  oT"liosl/fdctor" abbreviated to Yf. If there is 
a tiost of -3C. for SLY hours the fiost factor would be Df7 8. On the other hand ifyou 
had -4C. for threz hours it would be Ffl2. In practice it will be found that -4C. with 
a f f f l2  w i l l  do less damage than -3C with a Ffl8. 

Provided the temperature does not drop below -3.5C. the plants oc and the crops of 
most mature proteas and leucodenclrons will survive 5/82 in one night but the buds 
of many leucospemums Wiu be damaged. With any frost exceedmg -3.32 which 
records a Gf of 25 or more in one ~ught, severe crop darnage can be expected. Frosts 
of and exceeding -5C. will do considerable damage to many varieties even if they 
only lie for relatively short periods of an hour or two. The temperature of -6C is the 
absolute cut off point for most Proteaceae except telopea. Even if the plants do 
survive the crop wdl be seriously damaged. 

3:6 Measuring frost. 
During the winter prior to establishing a Proteaceae plantation growers should put 
out a grid ofmaximum - minimum thermometers on the land and read them once a 
week over the coldest twelve week period and record the hishs and lows at each 
station for each week. Thermometers should be set at 40cm above ground level. 
Wdst these recordings won't give you the frost factor unless you read tlieni daily 
and record the hours the fiost lies each night, it will record the minimum temperature. 
If fiosts of -5C. recdarly occur your location is too frosty for most crops without 
protection . 

The readings fiom your thermometers urlll quite probably show that there are big 
differences betwem stations - as much as a three degree C. variation is quite normal 
between the highest point and the lowest point even over a distance of only fifty 
metres. hi most instances tlis Uuee degrees rnakes the difference between success 
or disaster. It may be found that some areas withm a plantation site are too fiosty 
and some are OK or that it wdl be possible to grow fiost tolerant varieties in the 
colder areas ofthe plantation and the more tender ones where there is less fiost. It is 
much better to firid tlds out prior to plantirig than have a wipe out after lwo years. I 
have visited many plantations that show the sorry story of not carrying out a survey 
of fiost levels prior to planting. 

dow nent thereby increasing the fiost intensity. In 
pracl tion of proteas five years planted and two metres 
tall il :ero to one point seven metres above ground level 
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by about two degrees. This means that where there was a maximum of-3C before 
planting was done, after five years -5C can be quite common, Growers sometimts 
thmk the climate is chan.plng, it isn’t, they have changed the znvirorunent by 
stopping the night air movement with plaitation plants or shzltzr belts. I n  an)  
location there Mrlll always be the chance ofthe occasional ‘rogue fiost’ whch may 
only happen on an average of once every ten years. This is something that all 
horticulturists must live with. 

Slight variables in contour can influence ground temperatures. .4s little as 3Ocm. 
can make the difference of two derges C.. Be sure to measure at the lowest point. 
It is always the coldest spot. 

3:7 Frost Protection. 
There are several ways of providing fiost protection in plantations. These range fiom 
installing sprinkler systems that come on automatically at zero C degrees, smoke 
pots, powered wind machines and stretching cloth fabrics ovcr thc crop. All have 
their advantages and disadvantages, Some of the fiost control fabrics are somewhat 
flimsy and only have a one or two winter life span. Some of them are too thin to give 
adequate control. All systems incur extra costs and growers must measure these 
costs against the returns from a crop that othcrwise can not be grown without 
protection. 

I have to protect Leucospermum Harry Chittick to be sure of producing a successfill 
crop each year. For this I use wind cloth stretched over an arrangcment of wires 
strung along posts, (see sketch on next page). A complete cover of the area reduces 
the fiost under the cloth by 2.5C to -7C whch means that with a -3.5 fiost only about 
-lC reaches the flower buds. However a total cover if left on for several weeks in the 
winter does cause possible fimg dangcrs. Because of this I have arrangcd c v c ~  
second 1.8m strip of cloth so it can be rolled up to let more light in during non frost).- 
periods. In my instance the cost of this fiost protection is shared by the fact that in 
our location this crop also needs shade in the summer and ths  could well hc the case 
with many growers (sec 38). 
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Frost and shade cover arrangement. 

Posts are 3m long @ving head high clearance and spaced not more than 15m apart 
Wires are stretehzd over cross mns 2nd to 2nd. Cloth 1.83m. wide is fastened don? 
wires using clothes peps or hog rings. Gap between rows is also 1.83m wide and is 
covered duriri_g fiosty weather ~ i t h  another mn of cloth. Rows run northisouth 
This is important. 

I 

3:8 Light and its affects on Proteareae. 
As outlined in Section One many Proteas, Leucospermums and Leucadendrons are 
sensitive to high light levels especially if a high light regime extends over a period of 
several months. There are various means of light measurement but the most 
accessible method to persons without sophisticated equipment is by the use of 
photographic light meters. Some of these will give read -outs in foot candles (Wc) of 
light while others need correlating against one that does. 

The amount of light striking the earth's surface varies fiom area to area. For instance 
on the island of Maui at 3,500 ft altitude, it can reach up to 17,000 ft/c if there is no 
cloud sheet. In parts of Eastern Australia where I have had a chance to measure it, 
the maximum has been around 9,000 to 1 1,OOOWc but I have no doubt that there are 
places where it is much more. In West Austraha it is around 12,000 Wc near the 
coast rising to 15,000 ftk and more as you get some 30 km. inland. Most of 
Zimbabwe measured 15,000 fic in the clear winter skizs but less than this in the 
eastern highlands. 

In practice it is not just the intensity of light (Wc) whch affects plants but the sum 
aggregate of radiation that it Ls exposed to over a given period. To measure ttus 
aggregated radiation a formula was worked out and was used in my other two books. 
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3:9 Measuring light.This formula was arrived at by multiplying the intensity 
of light measured in ft!c by the number of hours per day tfith that intznsity of light. 
This is riot a recopiszd sciaiticlc liglil urd but o ~ i e  which I evolved h r  Lhe usz of 
pesons without speciaked equipment. The unit was ori-hally given the m n e  of 
Jacks light un i t ,  but was later abbreLiiatzd to j.111, This unit is uszd throughout tlus 
publication when ever reference is made to agyregated rahation. Light does not 
s h e  at the sane iritensity iill day but rC%iSoIldbly accurate calculatiuns of the daily 
aggregate w d  be obtained for a clear day by assessing that the first and last three 
hours of sunhght wdl average approxhnately half of that recorded at mid-day 

h a1 esarnple, in Zunbiibwe: 
. First three hours @ SO9.O of 1,000 R'c = 7,500 S 3 = 22,500 j!lu.hIidclle SLY hours @ 

10096 of 15,000 ft/c = 15000 ?( 6 = 90,000 j/lu.Last three hours @ 50°zo of 15?000 R'c 
= 7,500 X 3 = 22,500 jilu.Total segregated for day = 145,000 j h .  

-4s a comparison in New Zealand: 
First three hours I@ 5 0 O . 6  of 9,000 ft/c = 4,500 X 3 = 13,500 jilu.Middle si.. hours @ 
100°/o of 9.000 R/c = ?,000 Tu: 6 = 54,000 j/lu.last three hours @. 50%0 of 0.000 Rlc = 
4,500 S 3 = 13.500 j/lu.Totd asgregate for day = 81,OOOjilu. 

The difference between these two levels of daily light has a marked effect on plants 
arid crop. For irwkmce a clone selecled iri New Zedlwid because il had all llie right 
characterisbcs may, when planted m hnbabwe. sufYer severe leaf bum, scorched 
flower buds. or fad to set buds at all untd it is largz enou~h to create its own shade. 
On the other hand, if a clone selected for Zimbabwe conditions was transposed into 
New kdmd cc)n&ticms it may grow wgetatively arid not set buds. 

Proteas least affixted by high radiation are those that have glaucous leaves. green 
leaves with a red edging or those md.h downy thaiqd leaves. In addition to these 
there are tliose Uial have their leaves set in the peryericlicular or semi-perpendicular 
such as P.cynaroides f?om Tsitslkanma. In Leucospermums it K those with the 
downy leaves that are more resistant and or those with smder leaves especially the 
varieties with the bright red tips which are the most tolerant to bright light. In 
Leucadendroiis it is ~hoae with red or gliucous lzaves arid those with do\sny surfaces 
that are more light tolerant. TIUS is why Ld Satan Sunset and red aali.gums grow 
well in practically any location. 

Nore; In New Zeal,and the maximum light recorded in the years 1?81 to 1990 was 
0,000 ftic but in the past five years this has risen to 11,OOOfVc on a clear day. T h r ~  
means that our daily agegate  on a clear day in slimmer has risen from 8 1 .OOO -illti 

to 99,000 $ 1 ~ .  This is probably the result of the hole in the 070ne layer wluch offtxts 
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some of the southern hemisphere. ?lie result 0ft.h.1~ 20% rise is that clones wluch 
were tolerant to Sew Zealand sunhght in 1484 are not tolerant to the levels in 1995. 
One pxticular instance is the Leucospermum cultavair Harry Chttick. Up until the 

it m<thout pro\<dmg 4Ov0 shade throush our summer months December to Apnl. 
Other gro~sulp areas may be experiencing the same phenomena. 

i 

ldtt2 1 O80S this did \$'ell in 111)' ow11 kXdhoIl bl f d  S U l l i g h t .  111 1995 W e  C a n  not grow 

A parallel happening is that the incidence of eye cancer in Hereford cattle in New 
ZealnriJ has risen dramatically in the past decade which is the direct effect of 
higJier light intensity. 

3: 10 Protection from high light levels. 
Protection &om light can be canied out in the same manner as frost protection is with 
c1oI.h stretched across poles arid wires over the plants. A cloth with a 40% shade 
fictor if arrangzd as a complete cover reduces the daily aggregate by 40%. However 
if the cloth is running northisouth and it is arranged with one run alternating with a 
space of the same width then the light factor is only reduced by about 1506. In most 
cases this is an adequate mount of reduced light as too much seduction can cause 
estended elonsation and a weakening of flowering stems and fun@ complications. 
Fungi problems are dealt with in Section Five.. 

Research still in hand indicates that sensitive plants in our location with a clear day 
summer aggregate of 90.000 jAu benefit fiom a 20% reduction starting fiom about 
the longest day and continuing for the next ninety days. 

3: 11 To irrigate or not to irrigate. 
About Gfleeri years ago, Dr. Phil Piwin, the scientist who was in charge of 
Proteaceae research in Hawaii for some twenty years, made his first Visit to me and 
one of hs first remarks was "What no irrigation?" My reply was, "No we don't need 
inigotion in New Zealand. We get plenty of rain. Anyway proteas like it dry." 

How wrong I was. Sure, most people in New Zealand, some parts of Tasmania and 
some eastern states of Austraha can grow proteas without irrigation but that is all 
they can do - just s o w  them. The plants survive (most years) but the commercial 
gwt2I C ~ T I  r io t  bt: sure of a good arid bountifd crop every year. 

>Ian) commercial growers have no option about irrigation - they either irrigate or 
they don't grow any crop at aU, but those in temperate areas that have regular rainfall 
have Ihr: duubtfd uption of whether they risk some crops without irrigation or lhey 
.NISI grow what wll survive and produce a reasonable crop (most years) without it 
Il~e.;-. a r t  n-hat 1 cdl the 'hit, miss and out,' growers, ie. with their crops they hit it 
right whai it rams at thz right timc, thcy miss when it doesn't rain at the right time so 
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they then pull them out and plant something else to start their hit. miss and out 
programme all over again. Serious commercial growers can not afford h s  situation. 

3: 12 The affects of low soil moisture on proteaceae. 
Many of the ailments that Proteaceae experience are the direct or indirect result of 

the plants being put under stress from a lack of soil moisture. I am now quite sure 
that the ‘mysterious spotting’ on Leucodendron Pis& Rewa Gold and other 
laureolum, Patea Gold, floridum male, Leucospermum cordifolium, and some P. 
cynaoides variants, (to name but a few), is the result of stress caused by a shortage 
of soil moisture. Stress causes g d h g  which affects the leaf surface, firstly on the 
upper more exposed surfaces but if%e stress period is prolonged it wdl affect a large 
amount of the leaf surfaces on all the leaves of the most recent growth. It is hke 
simburn on a fair slunnedperson. The more dehydrated yon get the worse it is. In a 
Protea stress is more likely to show up as tip burn or a burnt fringe on the leaves or 
aborted flower buds but a close study of the leaf will often show gahg  of a minor 
nature. 

Trials (which I carried out by deliberately shutting down some drippers on a range of 
varieties of plants), have proved that the primary cause of h s  and many other 
problems in Proteaceae plants is stress caused by insufficient soil moisture being 
available w h a t  particular variew/clone at that particular phase of its annual mowth 
and development pattern. I have found that it is possible to turn the problem on and 
off as simply as turning a tap on and off. 

In its initial stage, galling is not perceivable with the naked eye and it is nsuaUy not 
noticed unbl some weeks later when it shows up as an orange rust-like mess on the 
leaves. As soon as growers see this they thmk that their plants have an attack of rust 
type h g i  and in h s  they are probably correct as by the time they notice it there is 
a fair chance that the damaged leaves will have become invaded with a rust iype 
pathogen. If it is in the autumn it will quite probably be septovia or the beginnings 
of dreclzsleru but these are always secondary and never the primary cause of the 
condition. All the hgicides in the world even if applied every few days through 
the whole growing season mill not prevent the rud like appearance ofthe leaves ifthe 
plant is short of moisture, all the chemicals can do is control the secondary problem. 
There are very strong indications that the re-plar application of finiqcides to 
proteaceae plants especially those under stress from soil moisture shortage is a 
contributing factor to g a h g  and the resultant mst. Onlv adequate soil moisture at 
all times will prevent the condition. 

There is the argument that some growers who do irrigate can stiU have this ‘rust’ 
problem. This is quite tnie hut in every instance that I have investiFated, the problem 
has been traccd to mmagcmcnt in the way of; 
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* There had been careless application of chemicals made. 
The wrong chzmicals had been applied. 

* Imgation was started too late in the dry season. 
* The plaits \\ere riot gettirig e~iougli water when they were watered. (See note (a) 

The pznods bztween watering are too far apart. This is most hkely the problem 
when young plants are affected. (See note (Bj 

Xote (a) :- It has been calculated that a four year old Lsp. ‘Harry Chittick’ can 
transpire more than lOlt per day (see 3:13). This is far more water than even the 
most generous grower ever gives their plants. 

Note (3) :-During a recent hot dry period we had to apply 5lr. of water per plant 
every third da.y to a-first year planted crop ofLsp.cord<folium plants. I f  they were 
leftfoitr days they become stressed. Theseplants had 40% shade for 50% ofthe day 
and had n grasslclover cover on the ground. Ifthe ground had have been bare and 
ifthey hndhave been imshaded they wouldhave needed water at least eve?y second 
du.v to survive. The soil is a fine silt 25cm. deep over stone. 

In the past I have had growers who do not irrigate say to me that their plants are not 
short of soil moisture because when they scratch down into the ground by the plants 
they can see or feel the moisture there so they think there is plenty ofmoisture. This 
is what the grower thinks! In practice plants have the final say and they often say 
there isn’t sufficient moisture in the soil and they show it by presenting the grower 
with a mess of orange/yellow leaves a few weeks later. You can not accuratly assess 
homimuch soil.m&ture there is available to a plant byiust poWg you-hxer into the 
ground, it must be measured with a tensiometer. 

Trials with plants growing in containew indicate that they can be irreversibly affected 
by soil moisture shortage with only two to three hours of stress. In a plantation 
situation this could happen on one exceptionally hot sunny windy afternoon with 
low humidity if the soil moisture was at a marginally low level. ie; if the trigger point 
was 4Och under normal conditions, on an exceptionally drymg day the trigger point 
may be 35clb. (See below for definition of ch). 

3: 13 Assessing the adequacies of soil moisture. 
The soil moisture available to a plant is measured by an instrument called a 
tensiometer whch measures not the amount of water in the ground but the suction 
in the soil that the plants roots m u t  overcome to exiact moisture fiom the soil. The 
reading are given in centibars c/b or sometimes in.cases of high accuracy millibars 
t t v h  In practm 25cib is a very wet soil, 80ch is so dry that you can not detect any 
moisture if yo11 feel it with your hand. Coarse sandy soils reach high suction danger 
levels well before h e  silts or clays. 
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It has now been identified that hoteaceae vary greatly in their abihty to extract water 
fiom the soil. Most of them havc a bult in survival system that enables them to 
maintain life at 7Och or even higher. However, there is a vast difference between 
survival and producing a bountiful crop of saleable flowers arid to do that proteaceae 
must have adequate soil moisture avdable to them d h g  critical periods. Research 
over the past few years show quite clearly that each variety and even different 
valiants of a variety, as well as having greatly varying abhties to extract moisture 
from the soil, also have greatly varying total daily uptakes ofmoisture. 

This research has been carried out in the past four years and was done in two trials. 
In the first trial five named clones were used. They were; Ld ‘Safari Sunset’, P. hyb. 
‘Silvan pink’ (also known as ‘Pink Ice’), P. cyn. ‘Willitt’, Lsp. ‘Harry Chittick’ arld 
Lsp. ‘Firefly’. The plants were between one and two years old and were growing in 
21t. containers. They were set up in such a way that it was possible to measure their 
daily transpiration rate. A plants transpiration is in relation to its total leaf area so their 
water loss was calculated on the loss in nlils. per square centhtietre (InYsq cm.) of leaf 
area. 

The results showed that per week ‘Firefly’ was the lowest at 5 4  mVsq cm. ‘Silvan 
Pink’ was the next lowest at .6lml/sq an. followed by ‘Safki Sunset’ at .65mVsq 
cm.. There was then a big jump ofalmost 300% to ‘Wdlitt’ at 1.88ml/sq cm. and the 
highest was ‘Harry Chittick’ at 1.69ml sq cm. It has been calculated fiom these 
figures that a four year old plant of Harry Chittick‘ with 50 harvestable stems and 
supporting juvenile foliage developing duririg the late autumn, would transpire some 
85 litres per week at a day shade temperature of 28C. and a relative humidity of 45% 
(average). 

This initial trial showed that there was a big difference between the two 
Leucospermums in their transpiration rate per sq/cm of leaf area but as ‘Firefly’ has 
a denser leaf area than ‘Harry Chittick‘ the difference per plant was not so great for 
the same size and age of plant. To investigate whether ttus was consistent in another 
variety I ran a trial on P. cynaroides as each clone has a similar leaf area for its relative 
age. 

This second trial used the same system only this time I used four selected clones of 
P. cynaroides. These were; ‘Willitt’, clorie#lO,’Woodl.;inds’, ‘Tsitskamna’. The 
results of Uus trial showed that per week #IO transpired 2.5mYsq cm. of leaf area. 
This was 20% more than ‘Tsitsikamma’ at 200 mVsq cm., about 90% more than 
’Woodlands’ and double the ‘Wfitt’ clone. These results show conclusively that 
IlOt Ody are there are Wide v i d k  in kmspkdtion rates betweak varieties bur d S 0  

w i h  a smgle variety and prove that some Proteaceae plants can use 3009.0 more 
water per day than others can It is also thought that some can extract their d a h  
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needs fiom soils that are as dr): as 50 cil, or even 60cib while others must never get 
above 350%. 

These two piah wereJiiUyprtblished in volume 28 (Xovetnber 199d) issue of the 
Internalionid Proten Associntion Joirmal. 

The nest step (which is still ongoing) is to determine what are the optimum soil 
moisture Ieve!~ needed for a particular Proteaceae varietyklone to produce a viable 
cut flower crop. Whilst it is appreciated that plants have different moisture demands 
during their different growth stages with hgher demands during rapid vegetative 
growth phases, at this stage it is assumed that in general, those which had the least 
mnspiration rate per sq cm wdl also have the lesser soil moisture level demands. 
Preliminary Endings indicate that this is so but there are sure to be some exceptions. 
,4t present the only clone that has been M y  investigated is Lsp. ‘Harry Chittick’ and 
in this clone it has been determined that under normal climatic conditions (maximum 
day shade temp. 27C with 45% humidityj, the available moisture must never fall 
below 37mh within its total root zone. If it does the plants w-d go into stress and 
produce the rust syndrome. 

The implication of these findings is that plants without irrigation that are reliant on a 
combination of soil type and rainfall pattern to keep them adequately supplied with 
soil moisture are at great risk without irrigation. Thls puts great limitations on what 
varieties you can grow without irrigation even in “reliable??“ rainfall areas more 
especially so in coarse sandy soils. It can also greatly influence how much water you 
wdl have to provide if you are to irrigate to grow a crop like ‘Harry Chttick’ as 
against ‘Safari Sunset’ or some other lower demand variety. 

Many growers particularly in New Zealand have pulled out large numbcrs of plants 
of many varieties because of this ‘rust‘ problem. They blame the weather, fungi 
invasion and unknown causes for their demise. In my opinion the only h g  that is 
msty is the growers management and attitude to irrigation. 

Note; I don‘t know of any substitute to the use of a tensiometer for measuring the soil 
moisture avadability to plants Unfortunately they are very expensive (in New 
Zealand a good one with ten probes will cost over $1000) but it should be possible to 
engage the services of a quahfied horticultural consultant who has one to at least get 
an inchcation of what your plantation soil moisture does drop to in your driest 
months. Measurement need to be made at the depths of 15cm., 35cm and 60cm. 
preferably daily over a period of a week or more. If you don’t there is a fair chance 
you ulll be a ’lut and miss and out,’ grower. If you are an estabhshed grower you 
may be wasting huge quantities of water on some varieties whilst on other varieties 
that estra water will make the dfference between a crop or no crop. 
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3: 14 Irrigation set-up costs. 
Besides having to provide a source of water or paying for what you use you must 
also calculate your instillation costs. This should be done on a per acre rather than a 
per plant basis, as the cost of irrigation installation is relevant to the amount of piping 
and controls needed to cover a gwen area. The cost of irrigating 700 plants at a 
density of 350 per acre is almost double that ofirrigating 700 plants on one acre. The 
operation of irrigation is dealt with in 6:6. 

3:15 Weed control. 
Whilst weed control really comes into the physical aspect of plantation management, 
the question of whether or not to use weed matting is one that has to be answered 
prior to or at the time of planting because the initial cost factor must be weighed 
against fkture ongoing labour costs. The use of weed matting is now widely used by 
growers in some locations. There have been varying results depending largely on the 
varieties being grown and the local rainfall. On a cost basis over a four year period it 
is often more expensive than hand weeding is as hand maintenance for a four year 
period would amount to approximately three minutes work per plant. The reason for 
this low time factor is that the between row mowing or maintenance has to be done 
whether the plants are hand weeded or weed matting is used. The cost of three 
minutes of labour is much less than the cost of the material and the laying of it. In 
some instances however an extra growth factor occurs in the plants whch can bring 
the plants into production a year sooner. This will more than make up for the initial 
cost. 

3: 16 The benifits and disadvantages of weed matting. 
Some disadvantages have been identified in the use of weed matting. Whilst these 
are sigruficant, good management can counter them to some degree. 

The principal problem identified is that in areas that experience much of their rainfall 
in the form of many small showers rather than big downpours, much of the rain runs 
off to the sides of the matting and it does not therefore get readily to the immediate 
root zone of the plant. Ilus can cause soil moisture levels to get to dangerously low 
levels very rapidly - much sooner than where there is no matting. ' h s  is a greater 
danger especially to young plants that have not yet got their roots out past the edge 
of the matting. The speed of this drymg out is also expatiated by the fact that during 
sunny weather the temperature at ] O h m  below soils surface level under the weed 
mat is about 4C higher than in the soil not covered. "hIs extra temperature geatly 
speeds up transpiration from the soil. This problem accentuated with young plants as 
their canopy does not shade the matting like that of older ones. Because of these 
two conhtions created by the use of weed matting it means that in areas whire the 
need for irrigation was margmal it becomes a necessity if you use weed matting. 
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There are several other problems; the rise in temperature created by the matting also 
raises the possibihty of invasion by the soil borne fungi Plz~ytophthora cinnamomi 
(see 5 6 )  which thrives in wet soils at and above 15C a condhon that could be created 
by irrigating plana planted in rnatting. Clzi i  water arid the application of some 
specific chemicals (see 5.6 ) through the msahon system during dmger periods wdl 
minimise the chances ofPhvtophthora occurring. 

Because of the extra soil warmth so~ne varieties grow more rapidly and some that are 
normally very upright in their growth become more pendulous in their habit thus 
rendering some of the crop unsaleable. This is something that can be minimised by 
the use of the correct fertalizers applied at the correct time of year (see 6:7 - 6:5) md 
or file use olnetlinig (see 6: 13). 

In New Zealand plants grown in matting without irrigation tend to frost more readily 
than those not planted through matting. This is due to two factors. Firstly, because 
of a soil moisture shortage during the sumnier tlie plarils rtiake a late autumn spurt of 
gowth when the autumn rains start. 'TIE means that the plants enter the winter with 
soft growth which frosts at a much lower temperature than adult well hardened wood 
does. The other reason why they fiost more is because the matting prevents any 
residual wannth firat may be in Ihe soil from corning up from the soil on a frosty 
night and creating a warmer layer around the plant Thls is only a small amount of 
heat but it is significant. Plants in weed mating often get damaged in the 70mm to 
120mm zone above ground level where as those in grass cover don't. 

The final problem is that matting is a wonderfid haven for insects such as the rose 
weevil and other ground dwelling insects. These insects which are nocturnal come 
out at night and chew great chunks out of your leaves, particularly Leucodendrons. 
The problem can be rnhhiised by the use of certain prills (see 5:18). 

Whether or not weed matting is used in a plantation must be weighed up against all 
the items above. On the plus side plants growing through weed matting, provided 
the management is excellent, oRen come into full production a year before those set 
out in open land and there is virtually no weeding to be done during the whole 
development period. An alternative to weed matting is to use some form of 
mulching. This outlined in 322.  

3: 17 Calculating the cost of weed matting. Like irrigation this is relevant 
to the area planted rather than the number of plants. In some instances the capital 
cost ofweed rtiaiiing arid its initial installation is greater than the cost of four years of 
maintenance labour. 
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3: 18 Hand weeding. 
Weecling by hand or hand held tools is the safest method especially when the plants 
*are small. The h e  Lctor of labour in\olved is not geat   hen worLed out on a per 
plant basis. Time sheets kept over a hvo year period on a test plantation contairung 
350 plants planted on flat ground in three meter rows by one and a half mettr spacing 
rtvealed that the total time expended per plant for those first two years of the plants 
life in the Eeld took 3.5 rriiriutes per plmit Uicludi~ig mowirig between the rows. 

A M e r  break-down of time showed that of this 3.5 minutes only 1.5 minutes per 
plant was expended on hand weedmg.The use of hand held petrol powered weeders 
which use a revolving plastic string to cut off weeds, whilst 111d41ig Uie control of 
weeds close to the plants easier and (debatable) quicker, do present a hazard to 
Proteaceae plants particularly those less than three years old. The revolvinz plastic 
string is deadly on the bark of young Proteaceae plants particularly in the spring 
when the sap is rumling. One slip in control a id  it will corripletly remove Uiz bark 
of€ a three year old plant at ground level. The plant will die. l k s  is called 'weed 
eater bli&t'. 

3: 19 Chemical weeding and the dangers associated with it. 
Chemical weed control ranges from giving troublesome weeds an occasional bum 
off with a desiccant to carrying our a scorched earth policy with total kill compounds 
which are claimed to be selective in what they kdl and appear (at least visibly) to 
affect only specific families of weeds. The fact that they do not visibly affect 
proteaceae, at least dining their first year of use in the plantation does not mean that 
they have had 110 effect at all on Uie Protzdceae pp&dtiOIl.. 

The use of any chemical to control weeds within the root zone of any Proteaceae 
plant puts the plant at some risk. The level of risk varies with the variety of the plant, 
the chemical used , Uie time of year it is used, the soil type, rainfill andor inrig.dtioI1 
(ifused), and the accuracy of both the rate and placement of the chemical along the 
rows. 

Discounting spray chifl onto a plarits foliage (wluch is irreversible ddIYdgh&, the 
dgqer  level of a chemical to a specific plant depends on what chemical it is and 
whether that plant has proteoid roots active or not at the time of the application or 
during the active period of the chemical. In year round rainfall areas Proteaceae 
proteoid roots are active for much of the year especially if lhere is a considerable 
herbage cover of the ground adjacent to the plants. In such instances, particularl~ 
from late winter throph to early summer it is possible to find proteoid roots right on 
the soil surface under matted weed growth. .4n application of any type of weed 
control chemical oveI these roots can be hastenous. If  th~s publication ir~cluded 
colour photos I could have published some hair raising pictures of the results Of th is .  
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Two chemicals that have been used widely in Proteaceae plantations are Round-up 
and Simizine and their counterparts. Both of these at full strength are "total lall" to 
weed growth. %Ien Round-up has been used in plantations where there are weeds 
with thick fleshy roots, such as kikuya and couch grass, clovers, docks, Californian 
hstle, yarrow etc., problems have often occurred through the trans-location of the 
chemical fiom the weed roots to the plant roots. Th~s will cause dl thrift and 
sometimes death. It is not uncommon to see Californian thistle dying over two 
metres away fiorn where the chemical was applied. See 8:9. 

Ibis risk of damage fiom trans-location duninishes if the weeds being controlled are 
only shallow rooting but if proteoid roots are present and active near the soil surface 
at the h i e  of application, a high risk factor still exists. If Sirriazirie is used within the 
root zone of Proteaceae similar results can be expected especially if it is still present 
in the soil during the period when proteoid roots are present and active. See 8:8 

Soil structure greatly influences the penetration of this type of chemical: coarse 
sandy/porous types are af'fected to much deeper levels than fine silts and heavy 
clays. In the latter there appears to be little penetration beyond surface levels unless 
excessive quantities are applied over a long period or the ground surface is deeply 
cracked at the tirrie of application. 

If chemical weed control is to be carried out, local information should be sought as 
to "safe"? compounds to use on that particular soil type and the rates it may be used 
at. Accuracy in application is essential as the difference between weed control and 
toxicity to plants may be very h e .  

I believe that there is no s& weed control chemical that can be used in u 
Proteaceae plantation. 

3:20 Identiffing damage from weed control chemicals. 
The first indmtioris of chemical darnage via the root system is a palirig of the leaves, 
sometimes acconipanied by slight variegation particularly on the tips of the leaves 
and in many varieties an out of character flushing of pink/red on the edges of the 
leaves particularly on those more exposed to the sun. As it progresses general ill 
tluifl and a stunting of growth develops. Leucadendrons may form bracts earlier 
than seasonally normal. If you take a stem of an affected plant and cut or break it, it 
will be found that the wood has a yellow colouring rather than the normal 
whte!green colour. The core (pith) will be dark brown colour instead of greenish and 
Uie general texture of the whole stem will be corky and with more advanced 
poisoning the bark wdl look and feehg dehydrated. Eventually, (especially in colder 
climates) in an advanced stage of poisening the plant may take on a silvery 
appearance. It is a condition I call False Silver Blight. For further information on this 
s).lldrurrle see 5 1 2 . .  
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In warmer clunates the plants may not go silvery but they will show considerable ill 
thrift. a reluctance to make vegetative ,erowth from the tzrminals and take on a yellow 
hue. It is hke AIDS, there is no cure. 

3:21 Provision of wind shelter. 
Some areas may have all the aspects of being ai ideal site for Protzaceae production 
but are too windy to grow saleable stems bithout the provision ofwind control. A 
hgh  wind run over a prolonged period can greatly affect stem len_eth especially if it 
coincides with the spring growth flush. Strong winds can also be very dams-gig to 
plants arid shorten their productive life somewhat. No Proteaceae variety is that well 
blessed ~4th a strong root structure at ground level, infact it is the weakest point of 
most varieties. Consequently many plants end their productive life prematurely ftom 
being blown over if it is very windy and they are not protected in some way 

There are two methods of wind control; wind fences made from timber and cloth 
fabric or trees. Both have advantages and both have problems. 

Wind fences made fioxri timber and cloth are e'xpensive to erect but do give 
immediate protection. Tree hedges grown fiom such species as poplar, wdow 
(poles) or fiom young trees of some type (quite often there is a suitable local native 
species) are cheap to estahlish hut have the disadvantages of robbing the soil of 
nutrient arid moisture. They can also act ils hosl to m w y  insect pests and some 
fimgi. These can be a big problem as it is almost impossible to eflectivly spray tall 
hedge rows to control them. They also have the disadvantage that as they age they 
may create so much protection that 'frost pockets' tbrm uithm the plantation, see 
3 3  to 5 6 .  

First time growers should be guided by methods and types of trees that are used 
locally in providing uind protection. The amount of protection that a fence or hedze 
hie will give is dexticvislraled below. 

_Ice -e- 
Thc distance of shcltcr that a fcncc or trccs givcs is A S 6 = B. ic. if A is 8m high 
it will protect B which is 4Sm wide 
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3:22 Mulching the root zone. 
As stated in Section One, Proteaceae in nature are never found growing in bare 
ground - their root zone is always protected by old dry grass trash or a Mer of lheir 
own fden  leaves, twigs etc. 

Mulching is growing in favour with many growers. By providing a mulch you create 
conditions much closer to what Proteaceae have innature. This litter which is several 
cm deep protects their delicate proteoid roots from tnldly fluctuating temperatures 
and soil moisture levels and as in nature it also creates an environment where micro 
organisims thrive. These are an essencial part of any plant life, particularly 
proteaceae (see 'Proteas' page 183). There are strong indications that Proteaceae 
being grown in plantations that are rich in micro organisims are much less susceptible 
to fungal invasion. It is part of their built in immune system. 

There are many materials that can be used for mulching and they range from local 
dned grasses, cereal straw, bark from trees, sawdust, husks from nuts and other 
vegetative waste. The one thing to ensure about any material that you are going to 
use is to make sure it does not contain any toxic chemicals (such as some cereal 
SkdWS can in the form of a residues from the weed control hormones used on the 
crop) or that the material that you do use does not go through a toxic phase while it 
is breaking down. This can happen with such materials as pine bark if it is used 
before it has aged. 

Some growers are now using mulchiig machines to mulch the prunings from within 
their plantation and using h in their plantation. This practice carries a high risk of 
recycling diseases present within the plantation and spreadmg them throughout all 
the plantings. It may be a contributing factor to the greatly increased fungi problems 
reported by some growers. 



SECTION FOUR. 

Plant Variety Selection, Layout, Planting. 
4 1  Overview. 
Section Three dealt mith the various aspects and options availablz in planning a 
plantation. This section deals with the selection of plant varieties that will _mow and 
crop within the p'uarnetm you have set yourself by deciding whethtx or nul you wlll 
provide irrigation, fiost protection etc. It also outlines the pracbcal aspects from 
plantation layout right through to putting the plants in the ground. 

4:2 What varieties will you plant? 
For a first time grower this is a difficult decision to make and it is even more difficult 
for someone who has not had experience in cut flower production. 

Growers who are in hgh humidity areas with th/c levels of 100 and more on a regular 
basis will be governed by this factor as it is a waste of time, energy and money to 
plant a variety known to be intolerant to such conditions. For this reason growers not 
experienced in cut flower production should be guided by what is already planted 
locally. With regard to the varieties that are suited to your location you must also be 
guided by what the export agent or domestic end user says about supply and 
demand. Don't plant something just because you happen to like. It may flower at 
the wrong time of the year to command a good price or the consumer may not show 
your enthusiasm for the same flower. 

If the cut flower project is part of a wider horticulture prograame care should be 
taken that you do not choose varieties whose harvest period clashes with peak work 
periods of other crops. In some instances your environment wdl govern what you 
can grow or not grow. Particular attention should be paid to the items in the previous 
section dealing with soil type, humidly and frost. 

The safest and perhaps in the long term the most profitable for the new grower is to 
plant the easiest varieties to grow. These will not necessarily be the highest yelding 
crops but they are relatively safe and suited to do a learning process on while still 
giving a worthwhile return. In New Zealand by far the safest and easiest crop to grow 
is leucodendron Safari Sunset. It enjoys steady market demand autumn to early 
winter and mid to late spring. It grows well in most ~ocntions and is quite forgiving 
even if the begmner does make a few mistakes in culture and management. Returns 
are worthwhile but it is not in export demand May through to Au-gust so it either has 
to be harvested in the autumn or spring. 

Every country and growing area has its own easy crop'? Don't just plant something 
because it happens to be available from a plant producer at a special price, it could be 
available because nobody else wants it. 
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1 ~ 1  suItmar) :- Don't start with a variety that is known to be a difEcult subject such as 
serruria florida is in most locations. The price beins offered for the end product may 
be very attractive but i f i t  is tlvat good and easy to grow and such a big money maker 
soItlebod! M . O I I ~ ~  illready be doing it. 

EC war)i of varieties if they have been imported and not estensively traded in your 
sea.  Quite often their growth and performance is different to that in their country of 
oiigii. nus is ymticularl) so with Leucospmnnutls. They I I M ~  be hie in Ahca, 
West Australia or Hawaii but a chaster in eastern states of Australia and New 
&dand because of dfferent humidity, light and temperature factors. 

4:s Plantation layout. 
Irrespective of the contour, the design of the plantation should always take into 
consideration the factors of ease of harvesting and the promotion of good air 
&hrdge. 011 steep larid where it is riot possible to use a kdctor, ldyout should be 
manged wherever possible so that all harvesting is done downhill to collection 
points. The end product of most Proteaceae is bulky and often quite heavy. A lot of 
your prospectke profit can be used up in labour in harvesting in a poorly designed 

that IS to take it to the pack house. Air movement helps to moderate temperatures on 
leafsurfaces in summer. I[ also tends to provide slightly higher temperatures in fiosty 
conditions. 

plarltiliorl where a lot of hdld clinying is n e c e s s q  to get U K  product lo the vehicle 

Dense stands of tall proteas 01 hedge rows running cross wind will reduce air 
movement particularly in thc critical zero to one point seven meters above the ground 
zone where most of your crop d l  be harvested fiom. In some areas the margin 
between the nonlid local liost level arld one that would cause damage to Lhe flowers 
or buds, is only one or two degrees Celsius. As th s  is the difference that night air 
movement makes when it is encouraged rather than restricted, it is important to 
arrange the rows to encourage air circulation. Frost control is discussed fUlly in 3 6  - 
317. 

4:4 Plant spacing. 
011 f l i t  hIld whzre it is possible to use ~t~achirleiy the wicltli between rows is 
controlled by the width of' h e  machine. and is ?sum of the ultimate vcidth of. the 
plants plus the width of the maclune. Most 'proteas and the larger types of 
leucospemurns are usually at three metre rows with one arid a half metres between 
p k d l l k ,  1'10 reel 1 5 feet) ;uid for the smaller Leucaderidrons two arid a half metre 
rotvs and 60cm to one metre between plants. These spacings permit satisfictory 
access and air movement even when the plants reach maturity On steep hillsides 
spacings are usu.ally ';I littlc closer ';IJK~ often have to be varied to suit the terrain. 
Eeirig a little clvser OIL a hillside is acceptable as tlie liertxl effict gives Itlore air space 
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to each plant. Where irrigation is being installed on hillsides the rows always run 
across and follow the contour. This helps to equalise water pressure at the dnppers 
and thereby give even rates of water application. 

Back to back is ok when they are small and not crowded. 

> 0 oc3 0 0 0 0  eaa 0 C ) o o  
0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0  0 0 001 

It is not so good when they get large and start crowding. It make spray 
penetration difficult. Crowdmg may also reduce the crop volume per plant. 

4:5 Pre planting preparation of the land. 
If chemicds are to be used to clear existing herbage it must be borne in mind that the 
roots of all Proteaceae plants are highly sensitive to most chemicals particularly 
those that have any residue or trans location effects. Simizine or Round-up or their 
counterparts must never be used either before or after planting within the area of the 
root zone or where the roots will penetrate within two years of planting. The dangers 
of chemical weeding is discussed fully in 319  RL 3:20. 

Another danger to Proteaceae plants is the decaying roots of woody plants in thz 
ground particularly conifers. It has been observed in many locations that where 
significant growth of woody plants has had to be removed prior to planting, then 
poor plant performance or at times significant losses of Proteaceae plants may occur 
for at least the &st two or three years after clearing -longer with some slow decayins 
types.. The decaymg roots of some species ofplants in the ground will make it unsafc 
to plant With Proteaceae for seven years. In West Australia 1 have seen Protzaceaz 
affected three years after Eucalyptus were removed. In Zimbabwe they can not plant 
tea for seven years after removing the natural flora. Proteaceae would probably hi: 
the same. In El Salvador Proteas were planted where coffee had been removed and 
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deaths occurred for three years and in Cahfomica Proteas were a &smal Fdure where 
scnib oak was rotary hoed into the land prior to planting. If conifers have been in the 
Lmd prior to plmtinp Proteaceae you are sure to espenence thus problem and may 
even have 21 1 OOo o loss. Where kiwifruit orchards have been cleared arid they are 
being over-planted with Proteaceae, rows should be sited down the middles behveen 
the old rows and riot along the old kiwihut rows. Over-planting in hwifruit orchards 
also carries the risk of encountering herbicide residues [see 3: 19 1. 

4:6 Compatibility of container medium to plantation soil type. 
?he mehum in whch the plants are grown in the nursery has a great bearing on how 
successful plantation eStdbhShIient is of many varieties of Proteaceae. \Wulst plants 
.grow quite satisfactorily m mediums composed ofa high content ofpeat and or pine 
bark during the nursery production phase, it is when they are planted out in their final 
sits that problems occur. This syndrome is not restricted to the genus proteaceae but 
is applicable to rriariy plarlls fourid it1 cultivation. Bolh peat and pine bark as the 
dominant material in a container medium create a number of problems for 
Proteaceae plants when they are set out in the plantation. Both materials become 
air-locked when they become dry and when this happens they will not take in 
moisture by r ~ o r ~ r d  c a p f i t  action from the surrouridi~ig soil. ?Ik rriza~is that ifthe 
plants are meant to get their moisture fiom rain the moisture never really gets into tlie 
mass properly once it has dried out. This can cause very serious and sometimes 
permanant damage to the plants (see 3: 1 1 to 3: 13). 

To be re-wetted they must be flooded to expel the air and h s  can only be acheved 
by having the dripper emitting drectly into the container mass. This then causes the 
container mass to act hke a sponge and it becomes excessively wet. When ttus 
lidpperls arid it is associated With soil temperatures of 18C mid over it becomes a 
perfkct harbour for the soil-borne hgiylqvfoyhthora c. The sponge ei’fect also acts 
as a collection point for damaging water soluble minerals, i.e. nitrate salts, phosphate, 
lune etc. which can seriously damage the plant especially the delicate proteoid roots. 

Plants that have bzen container grown m these soil-less me&ums unless manipulated 
in some way almost invariably have great difficulty establishing a root system 
outside of their ori,Omal container mass. This problem is ongoing and is the reason 
fur ~riariy Protzaceae plants to suffer fiom stress iri later life. It is quite coImion Lo 
see plants that have been planted for three years with no si_gnificant root activity past 
the perimeter of the oriL_ginal container. These plants are often starving, short of soil 
moisture or both and even if they do live they often show constant dl thnft with a 
resulling loss of production. 
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Comprehensive trials whch tested the efects ofvarious commercial medims on the 
development and survival of proteaceae plants were run over a period of three years 
,and were completed in 1086. The fhdings of those trials wluch were idly published 
in -Prolzas’ showed yuile clearly that flit: effects Utal Uiese niatzi id~ h.dW on root 
systems dzvelopmcnt after planbig out and can be thz cause of’ losses of up to ‘Oo o 

uiside the first two years. 

4: 7 Combating the peatlpine bark syndrome. 
If you have to uise plants that have been nursey produced in these mediums you 
should take action to minimise the risks. 

The ma_gnitude ofths problem is to some degee related to the container size that the 
plant was in when it is taken to the field for planting. In practice plants in 5cm (?_inch) 
tubes give less problems than those in 2 It (.1/2 gal.) containers. This is probably 
bsCdUSt! scme of the rriaterial oflzri fds away Gom Uie smaller root Itlass l+heri it is 
taken fiom tlie contamer for planting. Larger sizes are usually quite sohd and 
compacted in their root - medium mass and no material falls away when they are 
removed from the container for planting. 

Ifthe plants are in small containers (up to 4OOcc - 3 inch) and not root bound it may 
be possible to shake 5O0/o (‘minimum) of the mediiun mass from th=m and then plant 
them in the field. This is only safe to do if clunatic conditions are at low transpiration 
levels as a srriall plml will perish iri a day with his treatment if it is hot, niridy arid 
smmy even if it does have adequate soil moisture. The safer course is to remove the 
plants from their container, shake 5Oo,,O of the medium from them and re-pot them 
into a slightly larger container usin3 a mix of 5050 of the plantation soil and a coarse 
smid. Starid Uiz plaits in a sheltered pvsitiori \t,ilh 10°)O shade for about B \vezk arid 
keep moist but riot wet. Remove the shade after a week and w i k  three weeks they 
n4l produce a nzw set of roots in this medium whch ndl be compatible with your 
plmtation soil. They can then be planted out without any risk of future problems 
from incompatibility. Do not add fertilizers - you 111ay stxiously buni the roots. 

Laryer plants are a problem as what ever you do they upill stdl have that peathark 
mass at the base of the plant. If transpiration conditions are low they could be 
patially bare rooled arid plariled iri h e  held provided adzquale soil moisture be 
.warantee. .Mtzmahvely they can have the same treatment as the smaller ones. If I 
purchase stock plants that have been produced in these medliuris I wash them clean 
under thz tap and then plant them. Thus is somewhat drastic but it does work - most 
liIues. 
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4:8 What size plant should you plant? 
y o u  overall linancial situation may influence your choice of plant size. However it 
is recornrnended tlrat p l ~ i t s  should be a minimum of nine months old and a 
m a m u m  of eighteen months old when planted out. Plants younger than nine 
months are stdl  in their juvenile stage and do not have the resihence to cope with the 
adverse nrzather condhons they wdl encounter following final setting. It can be a 
tough life for SL young plant out in a wind swept wet cold field. At the other end of 
the scale plants older than eighteen months start to lose vigour in ther root systems, 
unless that vigour has been maintained by moving the plants up successively into 
larger container sizes during their time in the nursery. Plants older than eighteen 
months often suffer wind rock and are almost always eventually outstripped by 
younger plants in their development to production in both time and final volume of 
crop. 

Provided they can be looked aner adequately following setting out, and hey have 
been well prepared in the nursery, grown in a medium that is compatible with the 
soil type of the plantation, 9 - 15 month plants %om a lOOmm (4'7 pot, or 18 month 
plants from a l5Omm (6") pot, give excellent results. Plants of this size are at a point 
o f  develop~rierit when a strong primary root system will grow rapidly. This strong 
root system is the basis of their fiiture production capabihties. Plants should be 
provided with adequate soil moisture during their development and throughout their 
productive life. Thus is discussed in 3:ll to 3:13. 

3:9 What is the best season to plant. 
Planting time is usually controlled by the climatic conditions that are experienced 
during the seasons. There are a number of factors to consider. In areas that can 
expect ftosts of more than -2C. there is little point in setting out young plants in the 
autumn if they are going to be damaged by a -4C. %ost during the winter. On the 
other hand it is debatable whether it is prudent to plant when you are just entering a 
siu month dry period unless you are sure that you have adequate water and labour to 
apply the water to see the plants through to the next rains. 

\&%en planning your planting consideration should also be given to the plants natural 
rhythm of development as there are periods when Proteaceae make major primary 
root development and other periods when they make none. 

b7iether they are in their native habitat or under cultivation, all Proteaceae follow 
h i r  natural seasorial rhythms of growth and alhough they don't all do the same 
t b g  at the same hme, they all have periods when they are growing roots, or growing 
leaves ant1 branches or resting and growing nothing. It is virtually impossible to 
brzak their szasonal rhythmic pattern of growth and rest periods.In all varieties and 
qxcies 1>tirIIiily roots develop sornetinie fiom early winter Lo late winter and then 



again fiom mid spring through to about the longest day so $you are to capitahe on 
these two periods when there is a rapid devzlopment of primary roots. the two best 
timzs to plant are just entering winter and a p i n  around the springe equinox. First 
lime growers should be guided I+ l c d  t1.211& iri plailhg hirnes. l\:e d~ a> s plmt 
just after the spmg eqinrios when the chances ~ f f i . m t  are past. 

1: 10 Setting the plants in the ground. 
It is imperative that the plants are hardznzd off prior to planting. This is one of the 
most important phases of establishing 3 plantation Plants straight out of a shade 
house C~LU druosl cerlainly fd fiorn Uie e l k t s  of huddcri ~ X ~ O S L U Z  to the elerrittnts. 

For several week prior to planting. plants should be given increasing exposure to 
lisht and air movement while at the same time gadually reducing their rzliance on 

process t h s  indicates that tlue process is bzmg done too rapiclly. Increase shade and 
water to rectify then after a few days start the hardening offprocess again. 

fiequenl wmiI1g. IC you riotice the fdk1ge luniri# pale dtuir1g h e  hardcrling off 

Pbuits should be set in the groirid sfightly lower Uiim they were in the contairier, with 
thc sod bemg back filled arid only hghtly h i e d  down. Do not pound down hard! 
Plants must have air in the soil or the roots won't develop as they should. If you think 
they rue going to rock in the ground stake them inirnediately. Proteaceae d tend to 
be a lirlle weak about gTour1d level. 

If it is considered that they need immediatz watering alter planting, ths indicates that 
the soil was too dqr before planting was done. It should have been moistened prior 
to p l u h g .  Hea\ y watciiri~ irnIriedittely a k r  p1~1h1y \Z ill espttl the air fro~n Uie soil 
and wll have thz same afYect as p o u n h g  the sod d o ~ i  too hard. IC at a l l  possible 
watering should be with held for four or five days as if the plants are made to hunt 
for moistuuc they will continue to do so throughout their life. However under no 
circtutistarices stiould fiestfly plaited pliuils be k n  iulder stress for want of soil 
moisture. It may do lastmg daniqe to the root stnicture. Ideally the sod where they 
are being planted should be slightly dampzr than that ofthe contmer mass. 
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SECTION FIVE 

Fungi And Insect Control. 
5:1 Oven-iew. 
As outlined in 3 3 .  climatic conditions have a great influence on whether fimgi are a 
problem in a particular location. If you have a high th/c you can expect problems. 
Orice lliz pli its ace iri the ground you are committed to keeping cheases and pests 
under control. This section o u h e s  how to combat the most probable problems you 
w i l l  encounter. 

In  an outline of hseases, pests and other Proteaceae ailments such as this, it is 
impossible to cover the huge range of fungi which can invade Proteaceae or iden@ 
the individual species of insects that d invade plants fiom time to time as each 
location or country ~vlll h3ve its o m  local forms of fungi and insect populations. It 
can however clisiinguish at least some of the fung fornis that are common to all 
growing areas and identi@ the different types of insects that will be encountered. It 
can also outline how to combat and control the problems caused by hngi and insects 
and this is what this section does. 

There will be occasions when growers will encounter problems outside of those 
covered here. In such circumstances it is important that expert local advice is sought 
for identification and control. As discussed in Section Three the pro\ision of the 
correct enviro,rmnlznt by paying attention to the thic levels, air movmnlent, light levels 
and selecting the conect variety or variant for a particular location will go a long way 
in reducing problems. If you haven't done tlus and you have planted the wrong 
species/variety/clone for your location, you may encounter uncontrollable 
problzms, iri which case you will probably have to start all over agslin and plant 
varieties more suited to yoour location. 

5 2  Types of chemicals. 
Although there is a growing move towards biological control of fungi and insects in 
all manner of crops, the most usual way is sti l l  with the use of chemicals. There are 
two basic types of chemicds - contact and systemic. Contact sprays work by 
erivzloying the plant with a chemical k a t  will control or kill the fun9 or insect pest 
and are eifective unhl it becomes oxidzed, weathered oft' to such a level that it is 
ineffective or the plant has grown new tissue thereby outgrowing the protective 
layer. When any of these happen a new application of chemical must be applied to 
rztairi ountrol. The systeinic types work by becoming absorbed into the sap stream 
and remain et'ficient as long as they do not become dhted  to an ineffective level 
through an agein9 process or when the plant grows more tissue. This happens more 
frequently when the plant is gowing rapidly in the sprjnghmmer than it does in the 
wuileI. Syskrnic chemicals are very eCftctive if they .are applied at the recornrrierided 
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Plants grown from see, 
eqectatioiu like these :. c . 
flower form from a seec';,).;. ,i :. :>. 

..'..'?....-' .::. . 2 .y~  prodrrcejlouws belou~ 
5ances of getting a good 
.an one ivftve hirndred. 
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Pink Sotiti Sihrati Pink 

The Proteas on this page are all selected clones. 

71 
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7he lighting where a floum is used is iniportant. This 1s Ld. 
Safari Sirnset. The photo on the lefl u m  taken in fluorescent 
light. irhe one on the right are the sameflouwsphotograpbed 
in  natural light. 

Diseases i n  Proteaceae must bc controlled. f i e  photo on the 
leJ shoua Botvtis a wty commonJlrngi in proteas. The photo 
O I I  the right shous a plantation in 2inibnbit.e where Pestalotia 
upas out of control, a case of hartng planted the umng inrie(y 
for that location. 
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Serious by-pass No. bypass 

nese two photos show what @-passing is. 

High!v prodirctri P proteas which haze been planted 
tu.vn(y six months. nie zariecy is "Lett S White': 

i%hree year old Le~tcosprmrrm '%lany Chitrick" which 
hats beenplanted for thirty months. 
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rates. However some varieties of Proteaceae are susceptible to foliage damage from 
them particularly on plants that are less than two years old and most leucadendrons 
of the multi head types of any age. This is particularly so when the plants are in very 
active growth. 

Plants should never be sprayed with any chemicals when they are under stress from 
dehydration Erom any causes, nor should they have it applied in fidl sun if the 
temperature is above 25C. (78F.) Safest arid best cover is obtained when sprays are 
applied in the morning just as the foliage is drying off from overnight dews. 

With all chemicals read the label properly and apply at the lowest recommended rate. 
Quite often Proteaceae won’t be listed on the container. If they am’t listed use the 
minimum recornended rate for ornamentals or avacardo. Do not add an extra dash 
or cup fkll of chemical for luck. It may do untold damage to the plants. Also, 
irrespective of what the labels say about the product being compatible with others, I 
am a strong advocate of applying al l  chemicals on their own and riot mixed with 
others. Serious damage can happen to leaves and at times the bark on young 
branches when the wrong chemical is used. when too much chemical is used and 
when some combinations of chemicals are mixed and applied together. Plant tissue 
damage whether it is caused by misuse of chemicals, frost dunage or excessive lisht 
levels is one of the prime causes of continuing fungi infection in Proteaceae. The 
fungi enter through or initiate in the damaged area. A healthy undamaged plant is at 
minimal risk. A sick or damaged plant is at great risk. 

A sound investment for any grower is to purchase the current chemicals manual in 
your country. A good one will help you identifv your problem, list all the chemicals 
available and their counterparts under other trade names and o u h e  their uses and 
application rates and methods. Read it, studv if and foUow it. 

5 3  A specific chemical for a specific use. 
Both contact and systemic formulations come in many forms and each one has 
usually been developed for, and is efficient in, controlling one or two fungi or insect 
groups but none wdl control all forms and types of either. Because of this it is 
necessary to use or have available at least two different formulations each of 
fimgicide and insecticide which may be of either the contact or systemic types. 

It should also be borne in mind that with most fungi and insects there is a percentage 
in any population that will be immune to a particular chemical. Most of the protege 
of these immune h g ~  and insects will also be immune to that same chemical and 
over a period oftime you d l  have a population explosion ofgreebies or insects that 
just hush at that chemical. For this reason it is necessary to snltch formulations 
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every second or third spray to keep them offbalance. I know of one grower who has 
used the same insecticide (because it is cheap) for about eight years and he can not 
understand why he can't hU hls bugs. I11 bet the bugs laugh their heads off every 
tirw he sprays. 

There are composite formulations avdable for home garden use whch will control 
a broad spectrum of fungi and insects together and in most instances these are quite 
suitable for home garden use a id  in a piantiltion for general control. Hc)wevzr for 
commercial production it is better to use a specific chemical to control a particular 
problem and switch chemicals every thud or fourth application. 

5: 4 Methods of application. 
The effectiveness of any chemical is to a large deqee controlled by the competence 
with which it is applied. f i s  is particularly so when you are dealing ~ 4 t h  plants that 
hwe a leaf slructure that is chfficult to wet. Sortie Proteacede have such a led arid 
when treating these types it is necessary to add or increase a s t i c h g  agent. 

There are many ways of applymg chemical sprays with the principal ones being: high 
or low pressure which sprays the cheItlici 011 arid air blast assisted clispersion. High 
pressure application is much more efkctive than low pressure but pressures of506 
lb/sq inch can damage foliage and flowers if the nozzle is too close to the plant. Any 
method of low pressure application has the problem in that it does not have good 
penetration Urough dense foliage. Spriys can also be applied at low pressure by 
hap-sack hand operated sprayers. 

The air blast method injects the chemical into a high volume air stream which 
disperses it throughout the plants in very h e  particles. Such a system is effective 
provided the correct amount of chemical is distributed per area treated. Unless well 
operated this method can blow the chemicals right through and out the other side of 
a plant and leave insufficient on the plant to be effective. Remember, what ever 
method is used it is important thdt the foliage is properly covered as the control of 
h g i  or insects wdl only be as good as the completeness ofthe spray cover. 

.S:S The control of fungi - overview. 
In spite oftakmg every precaubon to avoid h g - i  problems, clunabc conditions ~y11l 
prevail fiom time to time which makes chemical control a necessity. Tlus is proviry 
increasingly frequent in the production of Proteaceae where the practice of mono- 
culture a1 high densities, sometirnes in less U m  ideal situations, creates conditions 
that foster fimp. not previously known to invade Proteaceae. Most fungi may be 
controlled but once it is present it is improbable that it will be eliminated in any crop. 
Bzcause of thus it is necessary to continually monitor the crop and apply chemicals 
011 dmard to uvrihol Curigi irivasiori aid or improve plar~taliori ~nrnla~e~nent. It  is 
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much better to prempt a problem and prevent it than to have to try to eradicate it 
once it is out of control 

The following information is given as a general guide tu tliz curitrol of fungal 
diseases. As the problems that vdl  be encountered vary so much f?om one locahon 
to another and all chemicals are not universally available. it wdl be necessary for 
operators to implement their own specific treatments for the special problems they 
will encounter. Expert advice should be sought frorri the aLgricultural chemicals 
division of the parent distributing company for Ml information of their product's 
effectiveness in controlling specific fungi and the correct method and rates of 
application needed to gain that control. Don't rely on what the local plant shop 
assistant tells you. 

5 6  Soil borne fungi. 
There are three principal soil borne fungi that afTect Proteaceae. They are 
Phytophthora cinnamomi, Fusarium and Rhizoctonia. They are present in many 
soils through out the world and affect proteaceae plants wherever they are grown . 

If Phytophthora c. is a real problem in your plantation it is an inhcation that the site 
is unsuited to proteaceae production and that you have made a bmic mistake in 
planting there. Tt is a water-borne spore which under the right conditions can multiply 
at something like forty eight times every twenty four hours. To do this it needs 
temperatures of above 18C. (65F.) and a high water content (25ch or lower) in the 
soil. Ifyou have these conditions you may be able to partially control it (at great cost 
both mentally and physically) but you will never beat it. 

Parfial short term control can be had by using the chemicals, Terrazole in both 
wettable powder and emulsion forms, kdomil and Aliette in Wp form. All ofthese 
are useful but not infallible. 

Ridomil should be used with restraint especially on smder plants as proteaceae have 
shown an intolerance to other than low levels of this material, especially during hot 
bright weather. When this chemical is used it must be drenched in as it will only 
travel in an upward direction in the plant and as it is the root area where control is 
needed it must be flushed down to that level. On the other hand Aliette travels in a 
downward direction so it should be applied to the leaves. Tfyoii are treating varieties 
that have shiny leaves that spray won't stick to you should use a sticker with this 
material or you will not get satisfactory control. These three chemicals along with 
some other products containing phosphorus acid as a control agent have had some 
success. One of these named Foschek although registered as a liquid niitrient has 
shown excellent control of Ph.viophthora. 

Fusarium and Rhizoctonia operate at ground surface level. They are seldom a 
problem in established plants ilnless the plants become overyom with grasses 
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which are a principal host to these two diseases. As Fusarium andRhizoctonia are 
frequent turf disease problems, products registered for their control in turf may be 
tried for control in Proteaceae. 

. 5:7 Fungi above the ground - overview. 
It is the control of these b g i  that growers will mostly be involved with. If you are 
having problems which are outside the scope of this book seek local help .Local 
knowledge of what fimgi are likely to be present and their control are a growers best 
weapon. Also check your chemicals manual. 

5:8 Botrytis. 
The most common h g i  that will have to be dealt with is Boirytis cinerea. This 
fungi is present &lost everywhere and will be found on most plant species. In 
Proteaceae it wdl afyect all varieties to some extent with those with hairy leaves being 
at the top of the scale and those with smooth leaves being least affected. At and 
above tWcl05 (th/fl60), all varieties may be affected to some degree in the growth 
tips, immature leaves and flower buds. Coinnierchl varieties hat are particdarly 
susceptible to h s  ?kng are pr. ma_enifica and lsp. cordifohm, but d varieties are 
at risk. The problem is most likely to develop in the growth tips. It forms a grey 
powdery mildew which under the right conditions can spread rapidly. It is much 
better to anticipate the problem mid apply chemicals as a preventive measure rattier 
than to have to eliminate it once it is estabhhed. Captan, Dfolatan, Rodan and 
similar chemicals will all control this h ~ s .  The best long term control is to provide 
good air movement, 

Under the same conditions that Botrytis is present and active there wdl also be other 
b g i  active and it is difficult without expert identification to identifir which ones they 
are. Fortunately most of these are controlled by the application of the chemicals 
listed above. 

5: 9 Pestalotia. 
If fimg problems persist following treatment for Botrytis the plants are probably 
infected withPestnlotia. This h g i  is more likely to appear in the early autumn than 
the spring/summer seasons and once established it can persist through the winter. It 
mostly anccts Leucadendrons arid Protea arid is seldorn seen 011 LellcospentlulItls. It 
first appears as a brown lesion on the leaE, usually at or towards the tip but it may be 
on the side about half way along. It almost always starts where there has been tissue 
damage to the leaf area caused by photo sensitivity to sunlight, chemical bum, or in 
Uie winter, h s t  darnage. As it develops, a dark brown Lo black fringe shows on the 
side ofthe infected part ofthe leaf: l h s  h g e  is always on the side whch is nearest 
thz stem of the plant. If it is left unchecked it will progress quite rapidly along the leaf 
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and it wrll enter the plant stem via the leafpetiole. Ifttus happens on young plants it 
vvlll kdl them especially if the invasion is near ground level. On older plants it will 
cause the branch to die off. 

When Pestdotin becomes estabhshed it is dlf’ficult to eradicate. Control is by 
applying BznlateiCaptan or Octave. Check your local chemicals manual for what 
chemicals are available to you. Treatment should continue until the dark brownhlack 
edge disappears arid becorries il grey,%rown colour. As long as tlie black edghg is 
present the fungi is still active. If the infection is not widespread consideration 
should be given to clipping off all infected leaves and burning them. This is not a 
substitute for applymg chemicals and these should still be applied. 

S: 10 Drechslera. 
This is a serious problem if you have it. In some locations it has made the 
coImtiercial production of Lsp. cordifolium as a cut flower inipossible. This disease 
is widely distributed in various forms and has infected leucospermums in Ahca, 
Austraba and New Zealand with each country having its own particular strain. It is 
identified initially as a tan coloured spot which develops a purple margm. As it 
progresses it destroys the leaf and sometimes the stem tissue and hi a vely advanced 
stage it may form a canker llke appearance on the stems causing l e  back and 
sometimes death. 

Its natural host is gass and its piiiicipal shrub host is Leucospennum. I am now quite 
sure that one ofthe reasons it invades plants is because the plant has been stressed 
or damaged in some way and that its active presence in a plantation is almost always 
secondq  to this stress or damage. If you can eliminate the stress or the physical 
damage you wil l  have gone a long way to eliminating Uie dsease from your 
plantation. Once it is established, control is dficult and not very cost effective. 
Check your chemicals manual and take a long holiday. 

5: 10a Elsinoe disease. 
This like Drechslera is also a very serious disease and is brought on by similar 
weather condhons and also probably following physical damage. It starts with red 
scab lesions on the new seasons sterns and as it progresses it may cause stems to 
twist and become distorted. In an advanced stase it may cause cork hke scabs on 
stems. It is very damaging to Leucospermum and to a lesser dege  on 
Leucodendron, Mimetes and Serruria. Once established it is very difficult to control 
and virtually irnpossiblz to eliminate as it can remain dormant for a considerable time 
and re-emerge the next time weather condhons favour its development. Sanitation 
p d g  and chemicals may give some control. A long f i shg  trip or skiing holiday 
is recomended. 
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5: 11 Silver Blight. (Common name). True form. 
This (Chondrostcrtrrm plirpirreum )which is commonly called silver blight or 
~ornetirnes silver k d f  is coInmonly fourid in stone h t  crops arid h s  now become 
estabhshzd in leucadendron plantations in New Zealand. The incidence of thls fungi 
in Proteaceae crops in New Zealand is almost certainly primarily due to cross 
infiction from d o w  shelter belts - a known principal host of silver blight. A classic 
example of Ihis is recorded on page 29 fig .4.4 in’ Protea Diseases’ by Sharon Von 
Broembsen which shows a very sick plantation of L Safari Sunset planted adjacent 
to a willow hedge and bare ground around them from the use of Round-up. Both 
willow trees and the use of this type of chemical close to Proteaceae plants are short- 
cuts to &saster. 

Some control may be achieved by good hygiene at all times and the spraying of all 
cuts following harvesting or pruning with Difolatan/Captan + Benlate. There has 
been a paste developed for use on cuts. Once established silver blight is impossible 
to eradxate and it is best to remove infected plants fiom a plantation as they are a 
constant source of cross infection to others. There are many instances when growers 
think they have silver blight and they don’t. What they do have is a physical disorder 
which I call ‘fdse silver blight’. 

5: 12 False Silver Blight. 
WNst it is hue that silver blight has been identified in Proteaceae plantations in New 
Zealand, there is a phenomena which occurs that has a very similar appearance. 
There are some years when this condition is widespread and reports inhcate that it 
has been seen in most plantations at some stage. It is a serious condition as it renders 
the crop unsaleable 

I first noticed it in Proteaceae about 1980 on some Protea nenifoila and I have 
perceived it itermitantely since then on various varieties. On at least four occasions 
in tlie intervening years (1980 - 93) I have had pathology repork done on samples 
and on every occasion the report has read that it is a physical condition with no 
pathegons present. 

Observations have now identified that there are Uuee major causes of this condition 
- severe frost damage (see 3 5  to 3:7), severe late spring pruning (see 6:1} and root 
damage from weed control chemicals (see 319 - 3:20). 

In 1993 our Protea ylarilation was struck by a - 8 . X  fiost which lasted for fourteen 
hours. The damage was great on all varieties with branches up to lcm in hameter 
being stripped of bark. Many of the plants looked as if they would die but most of 
them did live. A hgh percentage of them developed the false silver blight syndrome 
by late spring eighteen ~riontlis Mer alrriost all  of tliern have now grown out ofit. 
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In the winter of 1094 much ofthe northern and north eastern part of the north island 
of New Zedand was struck by a very severe fiost and areas that had had little or no 
frost prior to ths experienced severe damage to all manner of horticulhual crops. In 
so1112 instarices thne rrietre high Avocado trees \+ere Ued .  Proteuceae crops SLY 

years old .and two metres high were severely damaged. In the simmer of 1995 
reports of what people think is silver blight (which isn’t) are widespread. 

There is no doubt that severe frost dunage arid &nost certairlly severe structural 
pruning in the late spring (which can cause branches to de-back) cause the false 
silver blight syndrome. It is also thought that constant ongoing foliage damage fiom 
the use of the wrong fungi and insect control chemicals or the overdosing of plants 
with them m y  also be a contributiry factor to Mse silver blight. The fust signs of 
damage fiom these two causes often shows as a dstorted flower bud or bract bud in 
the form as if it is trying to open prematurely. Thls is usually accompanied by 
disfigured leaves immedately below the bud. It is often seen in P. cynaroides heads 
ui the year fdlowing frost. If you take the stem and split it length ways back into the 
third to last growth secbon you will see that the pith is a dark brown instead ofgreen. 
Miss-use of weed control chemicals also cause the same symptoms in p. cynaroides 
and Ld laureolum. See 3:19 - 320. 

When t h ~ s  condition is caused by severe frost damage or severe spring pruning, 
providing the damage has not affected the main trunk and stems, the plant will often 
grow out of it. Thls is not the case however with root damage from weed control 
chemicals. Orice tlds has happened the plant is almost certain to develop fdse silver 
blight and there is no hope ofthe plant fully recovering. Plants afyected in this way 
are sure to fall victim to all manner of fkgi  invasion and it is quite possible that it will 
latter become infected by true silver blight. The only control for false silver blight is 
to avoid the factors Uiat cause it. 

5:  13 Septoria. 
The disease sliows as an orange spot with a dark edge a i d  infection ca~i reach a level 
that the leaf area of a plant is virhially completely covered by these spots. At this 
level it is very disfi-guring and renders the crop unsaleable. It has been noted that the 
gratest incidence of th~s fungi has been where plants have been in close proximity 
tu poplar arid willow shelter belts irid~calirig Ihdt these may be a host or that they are 
creating a humidity trap that triggers the problem. 

Whilst hiyh humidity seems to be the triggering factor for this dsease it has been 
noted lhat it does at Izast somehnzs occur as a secondw uifection, following plants 
h a m g  beins under stress fiom a lack ofsoil moisture in whch case it enters the plant 
through the damaged leaf tissue (see 3:12 - 3:13). Once infected there is no way that 
the disfigurement of the leaves can bz repaired. For a commercial crop it is therefore 
rieczssi~r~ to mordtor \oi l  miistiire clo.;zly aid Can)’ out prwerita!ivz s p y i r g  with 
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Benlatz or Mancozeb, and if the host source can be identified remove it. I have never 
szzn a properly irrigated crop with this problem. 

5:  14 Tip Die-back 
This is quite common in a number of varieties and it is difficult to define whether it 
is a physical disorder Lhat is peculiar to p d c u h  clone, whether it is the result of 
photo-sensitivity to bright sunhght, reaction to chemicals, fungi invasion of'a minor 
nature or unusual "one-off' weather condtions such as salt burn, wind damage etc. 
An analysis will usually show that "there are pathogens present of a secondary 
nature", or in other words it is an indefuiable problem. It is oAen confined to one or 
two particular clones in any specific c h a t e ,  eg. Clarks Red, (Jack Clark in 
California). Best control is to discard the clones that are prone to these disorders in 
your particular climate and grow only those that do not have them. 

5: 15 Water soaked leaf spot. 
It is not clear whether this is a physical disorder which is then invaded by fungi or 
whether it is short term low level unidentified fungi invasion which causes the 
condition. The problem shows as a dark water soaked patch on the leaves and is 
most prevalent in leucadendrons but occasionally shows in protea and 
leucospemums. Hybrid leucadendrons that are related to Ld. strobhum seem to 
be most prone to it. It htas been referred to as 'CViri LVire wilt in New Zealand. 

Research shows that the disorder can be induced in almost any variety of Proteaceae 
by keeping them under very low light conditions for several consecutive days. In a 
planlation the problem can occur at any time of the year when there is a period of 
several consecutive days when there are very low light levels because of heavy cloud 
cover accompanied with high th/c levels. 

Treatment with the fungicides Octave, CaptadRonilan plus Benlate at three day 
intervals appears to restrict its progress but it is not very cost ef'fective. If you are 
plagued with the problem discontinue growing that variety/clone. 

5: 16 The control of insect pests - overview. 
The efficiency of insect control is dependent on the competence with which the 
insecticideb are applied, not only to the crop but also to 'any host plants witllin or 
surroiutdmg the plantation. Host plants can be anytlung fiom weed growth, grasses, 
shelter belts or ornamental plants within the plantation. If these are not treated at the 
same time as the crop, or removed fiom the cropping area, they are a constant 
sottrce ofre-infesldtion. If they carmot be treated or removed maintenance spraying 
will have to be carried out much more fiequently.It is not possible or desirable to kill 
evecdlinp m an area but it is necessary to control insect populations to acceptable 
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levels to enable a profitable crop to be harvested. The following is a brief outline of 
how to acheve an acceptable level of control. 

5:  17 Nematodes. 
By far the most serious soil-borne pest problem in Proteaceae is nematodes. These 
are found in most places where these plants are grown being more prevalent in 
warmer climates. In more temperate climates such as New Zealand they are not a 
problem. Nematodes are somewhat of a local problem and expert local advice 
should be sought where they are serious.There are soil treatments that can be carried 
out to control their presence but once they are esti-iblished in adult plants Ume is little 
that can be done to eradicate it. At high levels ofinfestation it causes general ill thrift 
in plants which in an advanced stage become unproductive. The best coarse to take 
is to seek out nematode resistant clones and plant only those. 

5: 18 Other ground borne insects and animals. 
There are many ground-based pests which will affect Proteaceae to some degree. 
These vary greatly fiom one location to another and range fiom gophers in 
California, termites in Afiica to grass grubs in New Zealand. For sub-soil surface 
control there are chemicals available which are usually in a prills form which can be 
used. These are mostly slow acting and to be M y  effective should be applied about 
twelve weeks before the insects are expected to reach their maximurn active period. 
Check your chemicals manual for what is available and permissible to use. The uses 
of some of these chemicals are forbidden in some countries especially if they may 
come in contact with food or be washed into water ways. 

Another method of control is to run bantams (hens and roosters) in the plantation at 
the rate of seven per hectare (three per acre). These will control Virtually all soil- 
borne insects, slugs, snails, weevils etc. and will also keep the populations of many 
of the above the ground pests to low levels 

.5: 19 Daily and short term visitors above the ground. 
These are those that visit on a daily basis, bees, wasps, butterflies etc., and those Ulat 
are mostly found only in the flower heads on a seasonal basis such as earwigs, wood 
lice, spiders etc. All of these do little damage to the plants but can be destructive to 
the flowers and are a real problem when flowers are being exported especially when 
Uiey lay their eggs in the flower heads. Those that are seasonally resident in the 
flower heads such as spiders are controlled to some degree by insecticides that are 
applied to control the permanent resident forms (see below). There is little that can 
be done to control those that are highly mobile. 
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5 2 0  The more permanent residents. 
mere are two basic types; the chewing and sucking ones (leaf rollers, loop 
caterpillars, weevils, ilphuds etc.) and Llie mites, Uuips arid red spider. All of these are 
serious in a plantation and to be able to sell the crop successfdly they must be 
controlled. Control is by the application of insecticides, usually systemic, such as 
Lorsban, Lannate, Ortherie etc. Check your local chemical manual for identification, 
control recommendations arid safety precautions. Mosl redly effective chemicals 
are quite toxic to humans and care is necessary when handling them. 

.5:2 1 Scales. 
This group which has little power oflocomotion. In Proteaceae they can be on 
almost any variety particularly P grandiceps, magnifica, repens, neriifolia (some 
variants only) and cynaroides (some variants only). They also infest Telopea and 
populations 011 Uiese cai reach immense nurnbers.There are Inariy types of scale all 
of which live on the underside ofthe leaves or occasionally on the stems but always 
out of direct sunlight. Because of this they are often not detected una flowers are 
being harvested. 

Control is difficult as scale are to some degree resistant to insecticides. Check your 
chemicals manual for identification of the scale type and use the correct chemical for 
your scale type. It is usually necessary to use the available chemicals at the 
maxinium recommended rates with wettirig agents added. This may cause foliage 
bum on some varieties, it will certainly cause post harvest problems (see 74)  with 
the flowers and for this reason such high rate chemical applications should be 
finished three weeks before harvest starts. It usually takes three applications of 
chemicals at nine to lwelve day irilewals to gel control. 

5 2 2  Biological controls. 
Whilst it Indy not be possibk lo grow a crop of Proteaceae flowers that can be traded 
internationally by pure biological control of funpi and insects there is certainly the 
possibility of producing crops for domestic use by these methods. It is not a subject 
that I have investigated to any degree but in OUT om instance we have found that 
wilh the provision of the correct anourit of soil moisture, the right balance of soil 
nutrients, light protection, fiost protection and paying attention of ensuring an 
adequate air flow through the plantation, that it is possible to grow a crop of 
Leucospermum cordifolium and export it to Japan with only one spray per year each 
of a furigicide to control Bortyris arid one to control seasonal insects. There is also 
strong evidence to show that if Proteaceae have access to the right balance of trace 
elements (see 69) many of their ills disappear or are minimised. The plants are much 
healher and much more productive without the constant drenchmg of chemicals. It 
is a cas< OC the health arid resistance to diseases corning Gorn willliri Llie plant. A 
healthy body is a happy body! 



SECTION SIX 

Plantation Maintenance And Operation 
During The Development Years. 
6: l  Overview. 
Having made the pre planting decisions on what you will provide for your plants, 
chosen the varieties and planted them, most crops wiU then take from two to five 
years to come into production. The care of the plantation during thls period is just 
as important as the actual production years as many of the things you do will affect 
the plant for it whole productive life. The thing to remember is to be flexible in your 
approach. Don't set your ideas in concrete as some of your earlier decisions may 
have been in error. If you have obviously made a mistake you will have to change 
your management or prokide facilities to grow a viable crop from the varieties you 
have chosen. 

6:2 The first hundred days after planting. 
If the plants were container grown in a medmm that was compatible with the soil of 
the plantation site (see 4:6 to 43, and they were well conditioned before planting, 
they should need little attention for the frst three months other than keeping 
sufficient soil moisture available, possibly restraining from wind-rock, protected 
from pests (including rabbits they love Proteas), diseases, weed growth and some 
initial training of future shape. A s h q  watch should be kept to guard ag&st the 
invasion of diseases and pests but unless pests (both insect and animal) were 
present at the time of planting there should be few problems except from those that 
are highly mobile, ie. rabbits, hares, gophers, birds, flying insects and those insects 
that develop rapidly on a seasonal basis. 

The same does not apply to fungi invasion as t h ~ s  can occur at any time when 
conditions favour its development or if the plants become stressed. For this reason 
an inspection should be made at least every week and prompt action taken if any 
problems fiom hng. 

6:3 Initial shaping. 
The initial shaping of plants should have been camed out during the nursery 
production stage. Basically a plant should be encouraged to form the shape it wdl 
eventually achieve as a producing plant. Ifit is a Protea neriifolia and meant to be on 
a trunk it should have one; if it is Incant to proliferate f?om a central root mass such 
as Protea cynaroides it should be allowed to do so; if it is meant to grow fiom a 
central trunk and "rest on its elbows" &e Peucospermum cordifolium it should do 
so, proLided it does not induce h g i  invasion fiom the ground or herbage. Double 
sterns from near gowid level on varietiis that nomially grow on trurlks must be 
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avoided at 41 costs as almost invariably the plant will split ki half right down to 
ground 1eT;i by year four. 

Keepbig - -  -5 hi nlind, plarlts Should be erlcouraged lo develop their shapes by 
removing L wanted branches and where necessary pinching out the tips to promote 
good stror.2 lateral branching. This is the basis of the plants hture cropping wood. 
m e n  prur::,?:: plants of this age it is important that the amount of foliage removed at 
m y  one t , r .e  is never more thaifl 25% of h e  total leaf mass arid that branches the 
thickness (,fa pencil are not cut oK when the plants are in very active spring growth. 
m e  removal of branches during very active growth periods wdl cause a hgh sap loss 
through tkt cuts. Tius will almost always result in die-back on that portion of the 
plant. N e * , ~ r  prune late into the autumn if there is the slightest possibihty of a frost 
of -3C or more. Cuts made near winter are at risk of causing severe plant damage 
from frost. This damage can run down into the main structure of the plant and it may 
later cause fdse silver blight (see 5: 12). 

6:4 Control of fungi. 
General impections should be made at least on a weekly basis and daily in high 
danger p ~ ~ j u d s  (see 3:4) to observe if there is any fungi development arid prompt 
action must be taken to identi& and treat whatever ones are present. General notes 
on this can be found in 5: 1 to 5: 15. It is much better to pre-empt a serious problem 
rather than have to cure it after it is heavily estabhshed. If you do find a problem 
your motto should always be:- 

Act now, not tomorrow or the next day but NOW. 
plants of lcss than one year old can be wiped out in days with some diseases ifthey 
are not trcatcd. 

6:5 Control of Tnsect. (development period). 
Unless thc inscct invasion is one that wdl permanently affect the plant such as scale, 
thrips mitts etc,. control in the developing years is not too important unless the 
population reaches a level where it affects the health of the plant. If for instance in 
the fist yciir there is a low level population of leaf roller in Leucodendrons which are 
only going to causc a fcw holes in the upper leaves which are not going to be 
harvested and sold anyway, you may do more damage to the young plants by 
spraying Ilicir juvenile growth with pow& chemicals than a few caterpillars will 
do chewing a few leaves. Damage from insecticides is often where fimgi enter the 
plant. 

.6:6 Trrigation. 
Rcadcrs stiould study 3: 1 I to 3: 13 and pay particular attention to 3: 13 becausc if you 
do not h ~ e  adequate soil moisture available to your plants at all times you are 
exposing llicm to the probability of long term and sometimes permanent damage. 
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It is absolutely impossible to make a 6rm recommendation as to the amount of watz 
to apply and how frequently it should be applied but observations in many placzi 
indicate that most growers leave it too far behveen applications and when they ?; 
apply water Uiey quite often apply too much at once for llie plant to make use c-f 
Tnts observation is particularly vahd where plants are less than three years planted 

If your aim is to grow a succesll crop every year irrespective of the rainfall, it E 
absolutely essential that you know what the soil suction level is in the plantation is 81 

any time. This is particularly so during periods when high transpiration is likely to 
take place. 

First visible inchcations of a shortage of soil moisture is when the leaves start to go 
pale and take on a lack-lustre appearance. However by the time you notice this it is 
almost c e r t d y  too late to prevent such crops as Lsp. cordifolium and many yellow 
Leucodendrons being affected by galling (see 3: 12). 

If the land is suited to Proteaceae production and is fiee draining you won’t hurt any 
plant by applyng water fiequently to it provided it is done through drippers (not 
ever overhead) and the watcr is of good quality. It is not water that is a danger to 
proteaceae but what is in it. I have grown a number of varieties in hydroponics for 
several months and have never lost one by doing so. 

Growers, both established and new should at least do a serics of readings with a 
tensiometer to ascertain what c/b levels their soils get to after ten days without rain, 
how much water does it take to dampen the soil sufficiently when it reaches danger 
level and how many days does the properly wetted soil take to reach danger levels 
again under specific transpiration condtions of temperature and relative humidty. 

Soil moisture can not be ascertained with any accuracy by poking your finger in the 
ground ! 

In the absence of any fim findings the following is my E of the minimum levels 
some of the more common cut flower varieties should be subjected to lfthey are to 
produce a viable crop each year. Further work is being carried out on this subject. 

M ch’s at shade temp. 28C& 45% day relative humidity 
P. compacta 
P. cynaroides 
P. e h i a  

Ls cordfolium 
1,s pattersonii 
Ld floridum Pisa 
Ld sahgnum 

* P. neriifolia 

45 
4.5 
60 
50 
35 
45 
45 
60 

Ld Safari Sunset 
P coronata 
P mundi 
P Silvanpink 
Ld glabrum 
Ld discolour 
Ld laureolum 

60 
40 
so 
55 
60 
70 
40 
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Lsp cordifolium and Ld. laureolum should have an upper limit of around 40ch and 
the rest of them at no hgher than 45 - ZOch except Ld.discolour whch may give 
problems ifthe level is wetter than 55ch especially in hot weather. 

There are reports that excessive soil moisture especially when associated with 
re-dar applications of nitrogen may inhibit bud set in some varieties especially 
Proteas. Because of this growers should watch the performance of their plants in 
relation to water and rulrogen applications. Bud set 011 most generid of plants is 
usually associated with the amount of potash and boron available to the plant. For 
instance with orchids you must feed potash from the longest day onwards to make 
them set flowering stems. If Proteaceae are the same, balanced fertilizer and trace 
element applications in relation to Ole plants annual growth cycle may be the key to 
higher bud set. 

6:7 Fertilizers and trace elements. 
Many years ago I read in a SAPPEX newsletter what a scientist had calculated (I 
W hypothetically) that Proteas needed annually per acre to maintain the crop that 
could be taken from them in a plantation. I can not find the article but I remember 
that the amount of N.P.K was quite mind boggling and I thought at that time almost 
sure to blow the plants brains out. I think that calculation was made on the principal 
that the removal of a certain wei-ght of dry matter of Protea stems and flowers would 
remove that much N.P.K. from the soil and in that I am sure it was correct. 

There has been much said and written about this subject and there are those growers 
who believe it is necessary to apply an annual dose of something (they often don't 
know what) while others believe that Proteaceae plants don't need anythmg. 
Probably both schools of thought are right to some degree and wrong to some 
degree. 

The danger with the annual dressing is that there is no known adequate but safe level 
of N.P.K. for Proteaceae. Tk. is not supprising as it was established in Section One 
that Proteaceae are hgh.ly variable in their requirements and probably no more so 
than in their fertility and trace element demands. For instance (also hypothetically) 
an annual application of lOgm per plant per years planted of formula A to P. 
cynaroides maybe ideal but if the same is applied to P. exemia it may blow its brains 
out while on the other hand the same dose of compound Z may be ok for it. Note: 
Formulas A and Z are hypothetical fertilizer mixes. 

It is ii fdC1 that where new land is used for establishing a Proteaceae planlatiori that 
almost invariably the plants start to run out ofsteam by the h d  year ifno fertilizer 
has been applied. The problem is to h o w  what to apply and how much. The only 
thing that I know for sure is that fast release compounds must be avoided as no 
prolzilcede will slarid a sudden shot in the roots of my element. 
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For most varieties field nutrient levels of NPK should be: Nitrogen 40ppm of which 
the nitrate level should never exceed 30ppm Phosphate 25-30ppm. Potash (K) 
300ppm. In accepting these levels it should be borne in mind that they are the levels 
th‘dt most proteacede will survive iri without m y  untoward demise. However lliere is 
no surety that these N.P.K. levels are the best levels for any particular variety to 
produce its optimum crop. In depth research would show that there would be large 
variables between various varieties in their optimum N.P.K values. 

A 25% differential either side of the above quoted levels is unlikely to cause any 
problems provided there is always sufficient soil moisture present (50centibars 
minimum) and the pH is around 5.5. An analyhcal services laboratory will be able to 
test your soils and Itrake recommendations to bring your land into line with these 
values. 

6:8 Liquid feeding. 
Because of the uncertainty of knowing exactly what, when and how much solid 
fertilizer to give Proteaceae, I started work in 1992 on supplying Proteaceae plants 
with their fertilizer requirements by using only water soluble materials applied in the 
form of liquid feeding. Several propl ie t i  liquid f e W e r s  were used which ranged 
fiom one that was made fiom fish (very smelly), one that was made fiom blood and 
bone (very messy), one that was a “complete plant food”? made fiom unknown 
chemicals (very expensive) and one that we were using to grow lettuces and 
tomatoes in a hydroponics system. All but the hydroponics one caused damage to 
the plants by the thud application (monthly intervals) no matter what strength it was 
applied at. The damage ranged ftom minor leaf burn to severe nitrate and phosphate 
poisoning. As the hydroponics mix created no visible signs of damage I decided that 
I would pursue that one but to ascertain what levels of feitihty were safe to apply it 
was necessary to conduct tests. . 

A bench was set up and plants of a number of varieties of Proteaceae plants which 
were all between six and twelve months old were washed clean of all medium and 
placed in a hydroponics trough whch for the first week had only water running 
through it. Throughout the whole trial the liquid was run at the rate of 1.51t per 
minute. After one week sufficient ferihzer was added to bring the CF level up to 8 
and then every week afler that Uie CF level was raised by 2 points. 

One week after the CF level was brought up to 20, which was seven weeks after the 
start of the programme, the first signs of toxity were noticed. The level was dropped 
to CF18 for two weeks and Uie toxity symploms disappeared. 

Following that, the rate was again increased by 2 points each week. At CF22 quite 
a few varietizs showed signs of toxity, at CF26 only L Safari Sunset and P Silvan 
Pink could handle it arid at CF30 (tornato strength) those two also fded. 
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On these results it was considered that overhead applications at CF20 would be quite 
safe for young plants provided they were properly moistened twenty four hours 
beforehand and the fertihzer was washed in after it was applied. Having used it at 
tllis rat< arid wider these conditions it lids now been found safe to apply it at CF26 
overhead if washed in. The same rate has been used for a 111 summer at two 
monthly intervals through trickle irrigation in a plantation of Leucospemums at .5lt 
per plant per application. It has also been used on P cynaroides at 21t per plant 
alongside the “complete feitalizer” compound for almost a full year with some on a 
monthly basis and some on a two monthly basis. 

These plants are two and a half years old and are planted indoors in the soil. The 
results to date support the use of the hydroponics compound on a monthly basis as 
being the one that produces the longest straightest stems. The “complete fertilizer” 
at monthly intervals virtually destroyed all the plants by the fourth month but at two 
monthly intervals it is showing great promise on P cynaroides with significantly more 
but shorter stems lhan the hydroponics. On the other hand a few Lsp cordifolium 
also treated with thts compound were destroyed by even the two monthly treatment. 
There is obviously a lot of scope in this field to find the right rate of the right 
compound for each crop 

Observations on these two plantings as well as a wide range of container grown 
plants show quite conclusively that the use of the hydroponics compound promotes 
healthy upright growths that do not have the weakness and bending in the stems that 
is associated With nitrogen feedmg. I1 has also proven that provided applications are 
ceased 60 days before the first frosts are due that these growths are much more 
resistant to fiost damage. Plants fed in this manner are also much more resistant to 
h g i  invasion than untreated plants. It is thought that it is a combination of a 
balanced fertilizer plus the trace elarients that are so beneficial. Further research is 
now being started by feeding some plants with the 111 hydroponics compound and 
some with the trace elements removed. 

Note. CF is conductivity factor of a solution; ie. the &her the number the greater the 
amount of solids the solution holds in suspension. CF is measured by an electronic 
probe. 

The formulation of the hydroponics fmahzer used is: 
At CF24 - the value of each component in ppm = Calcium 182; Nitrogen 252; 
Potassium 316; Magnesium 57; Sulphate 229; Sulphur 76; Phosphate 11; Iron 4.46; 
Manganese 1.62; Boron 0.35; Copper 0.18; Zinc 0.16; Molybdenum 0.06. 

This formula would be a good basis to start from for growers or researchers wishing 
to carry out their own experiments to find the perfect mix for a particular crop. 
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6:9 Trace Elements. 
In 1984 I published a home gardeners Protea hmd book fthe litle red book) and in it 
I advised growers thdt if they hdd a problem wilh Proteaceae plmr health to use a 
‘coch?ail’ on them. Th~s cocktail was applied as a liquid and contained 2000 ppm 
sulphate of ammonia. 1000 ppm epsom salts, 500 ppm sulphatc of iron and COO ppm 
sulphate of zinc. Admitidly this was somewhat of a powerll shotgun approach but 
it does work and m;iriy mn~~ierciid growers in Zirtibabwz adopled it as Uizir ‘ h - i t ’  
mixture. Ten years later there is growing evidence that the health and well being of 
Proteaceae is closely h k e d  with the avdability of certain trace elements and there is 
little doubt that it is the inclusion of these in the hydroponics compound described 
above that is one of Uie major factors in making Uie plaits treated with it so healthy. 

Research is now being started in this field but it will be a long time before any 
concrete findings are available. In the meantime I suggest that if growers suspect that 
they are short of trace elements hi their land hat you take the shotgun approach a id  
apply one of the trace element mixes that is available. Follow the instructions on 
the pack fully. Remember they are TRACE ELEMENTS and a little goes a long 
way. Don’t go pufflng great dressings around your plants. You could do great 
damage 

Note:- Many trace element deficiencies can be read from the leaves of plants. Some 
of these are described in Section Eight. 

6: 10 Lead time to first harvest. 
If one to two year old plants have been used to establish the plantation most Proteas 
and Leucospennums prill take two years to develop to a point of a possible small first 
harvest and a fUrther two years to reach 111 productive maturity. With some varieties 
it is best not to harvest at all until the third year as if more than 2S% of the foliage is 
removed at any one time it often slows down their structural development which 
may affect their cropping ability in later years. Telopea and Proteas grandiceps and 
magnifica will take at least three years following p h t i n g  to reach a stage of maturity 
that w i U  enable a first harvest to be made without adversely affecting their M h e r  
development. They often take five years or more years to reach full production. 
With leucadendrons a first harvest is usually possible at the end of the second year. 
Full or near fbll production can be expected by the third year. Leucadendrons should 
not have more than 40% o f  the foliage removed at any one season until they reach 
maturity which in most varieties is at three years after planting. From then on higher 
rates of foliage can be harvested quite safely. 

6: 11 The year before the first harvest. 
During the year leading up to their first harvest it is imperative that fungi and insect 
damage is kept to an absolute minimum. Section Five outlines control procedures of 
most problems that may occur. 
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To ensure that a hi-& percentage of flowering stems grow to be a marketable product 
it takes control. good management and some extra work. It is important to note that 
as the plants get older and change from a juvenile type of growth to a mature type 
h a t  Will  produce floWXillg skIIis it Wil l  dso pul gealer derrialds 011 fertility Nld soil 
moisture. Files 6:7 C% 6:8 deal with fertility and 3: 13 with adequate soil moisture and 
the following files 6:12 to 6 1 4  should be followed 

6: 12 Thinning the crop. 
With aII varieties it is necessary to carry out a certain amount of training. Some may 
need tlie crop thinned out to encourage a better type of hid product while others 
may need their flower heads either training through netting or tymg up. 

With regad to thhing, it is a fact that with all Proteaceae varieties, Ihe lenLgth of thz 
stem that develops fiom a growth point is more or less in proportion to the number 
of stems that are allowed to develop fiom that growth point. In practice each growth 
point is capable of supporting X cm. of growths in a given location. 

If for instance a Leucospennum cordifolium is capable of producing a total of 
1 Xmetres of stem !en_& from a given point and you allow si.. stems to develop fiom 
that growth point then you will end up with six stems each about 30cm. long If 
however you were to Uliri lliose SLY stems back to the l luee most dorriiriiit ones you 
will get three stems each around 65cm long. The same principal works on Proteas. 
On the other hand almost all Leucodendrons produce their lonzest and best 
flowering stems from the juvenile growths from the previous year that are to be 
found within Qie canopy of the bush in Uie spririg tirne. If these are removed then 
you remove that portion of the following years crop. AU Proteaceae are partially 
bi-annual croppers and the removal of these juverule growths makes many of them 
almost totally bi-annual. The cropping of P cynaroides and all salignum type 
Leucodendrons including Safari Sunset are seriously affected by the short back and 
side method ofpruning. These principals are flustrated in the sketches on page 53, 
54 and 55. 

To decide whether you want a high number of short stems or a srnaller riurriber of 
longer stems is a matter that you should dscuss with your buyers a year ahead. In 
most instances longer stems are easier to sell and bring a better price than shorter 
ones do. However with some crops the difference isn't that great and occasionally 
you may k id  lliat with some varieties it is better to have sLx sterns at 00 cents tkan 
three at $1.25. This is more likely to be the case with Leucospermum and Protea 
flowers rather than Leucodendrons. 
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By removing growths 1 & 5, this Leucospermum growth point will grow thret 
stems each about 65cm long instead of five that are only 30cm long. It must be don( 
just as spring growth starts in earnest. 

6: 13 Tying up or supporting your crop. 
With heavy flowers such as P cynaroides it will be found that the saleable crop can 
be greatly increased by tymg the flowers up to overhead wires thus reducing the 
number of bent and useless stems. If the crop is being shaded or protected from 
fiosts the same supporting wires can be used for tymg up to. 

The saleable percentage of Leucodendron crops can also often be greatly increased 
by some means of support by using either flower netting along the sides of the rows 
or stretched over the top of the rows so that the stems can grow through them and be 
supported. Many other crops are supported in this way so why not Leucodendrons. 

6: 14 Manipulating your crop. 
Many crops, if left to their own devices, do not produce their maximum potential. 
With some it is necessary to do some manipulation to get the most from them such 
as removing by-pass growths fiom around Protea flowers, thinning Leucospermum 
flowers to one head per stem or converting a Leucodendron stem from a single bract 
stem to a multi-head stem. These operations are all pretty straight forward but like 
tying up if they are not done at the right time then quite often only a podon of the 
potential crop will be reahsed. Inexperienced growers should be guded by what their 
exporterhyholesaler want. If thcy want multi-head Leucodendrons in the S P M ~  time 
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then they should be produced. This means that you will have to manipulate your 
plants in the praious mid-summer. If they want single flowers on each stem of 
Leucospenn then they shodd be thinned to singles at least SLY weeks before harvest. 
It is so~ntliTrizs possible 10 double thi: returns fiorn a crop by putting in a few hours 
work at the right t h e .  

With Leucodentlrons like Safari Sunset, multi heads are sometimes worth up to 
three times as much as a single head. Timing is important in removing the single 
head to promote the multi head. It is usually about a month after the longest day. 

Some Proteas have bypass .qowths. These must be removed before they develo] 
10 any extent as in the left sketch. If they are not removed you dl end up with 
flower as shown on the right. It is unsaleable. 
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I y Maturedems 

Many Leucodendrons carry the basis of their 
iext years crop within the canopy of the base of 
he plant. These are secondary stems which if 
efl untrimmed will elongate to form the longest 
;aleable stems the following year. Ifthey are cut 
iway you destroy much of next years crop. 
h i s  is why some growers have poor stem 
engths and crop numbers. 

The ‘short back and sides’ annual trim up 
should be avoided 

6: 15 Annual pruning. 
h n u a l  pnming is a part of 
ongoing Itiariagemznt arid is 
usually done after the removal of 
the crop and before any new 
seasons growth starts. However as  
growers gairi experierice iri 
production techniques of specific 
varieties to specific market 
demands, many of them have 
found it necessary to modify some 
of their earlier practices padcularly 
the ‘short back and sides’ 
execution that many of them used 
to carry out on the late spring. 

A certain amount of annual tidy 
up after the crop has been removed 
and sold is necessary to keep the 
bushes in order but the annual 
hacking away of everything that 
has not flowered should be 
avoided at all costs. Such a 
practice is in truth removing a fair 
percentage of the following years 
crop . I have seen one 
Leucodendron plantation pruned 
with a chainsaw right across the 
top and along each side. It is a 
great way of producing cuttinLg; 
material but a write OE for 
producing long flowering wood. 
Almost every plant in that 
plantation developed false silver 
blight within three years. 
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ECTION SEt’EN 

’re Harvest, Harvest A.nd Post Harvest 
’rocedures. 
:1 Overview. 
.aving selected the right varieties for your environment, planted them and cared for 
iem for several years and grown the flowers to perfection, all of these efforts can 
e nullified by poor handhg between the bush and the carton. This section outlines 
rocedures that need to be followed to ensure that the crop is not damaged during 
us phase of production. 

:2 Pre-harvest - conditioning the plant before harvest.. 
:very effort must be made to minitnise hose things that cause leaf blackening of 
’roteas and or the rapid degeneration of all flowers following harvest. Although 
nany growers fail to realise it, these problems are quite often caused by the physical 
ondition of the plant at the time of harvesting the flowers and when they are the 
:awe, no amourit of good post-harvest procedures will chaige it. The flowers and 
oliage will still degenerate more rapidly than they should. 

.here are three principal pre harvest causes of leaf blackening and rapid flower 
legmeration and they are: - 

i. dehydration (quite often undetected) within the plant at the time of 
iarvest, caused by a shortage of soil moisture (see 3:12 - 3:13). Observations on a 
lumber of selected clones indicate that there is only a &e line between a deficiency 
n soil moisture level that would cause the problem and that which would not. 

ii. the plant experiencing a sudden surge of sap run, (caused by the plant 
laving been unduly short of soil moisture and then suddenly receiving water . 
Note:- a sudden rise oftemperature in the very early spring will have a similar effect. 

iii.. the affects of chemical reaction from the application of insecticides. 
I’his is parlicularly so with the liquid formulations of insecticides. To minimise the 
risk applications of chemicals should be made at least a week before harvest 
sommences. 

Therefore, plants that are bearing flowers that are within two weeks of harvest should 
have their soil moisture levels checked and if they are found to be too dry the 
moisture level should be brought up to optimum at least ten days before harvest 
stark.  At the same time a check should be made for fungi and bisect invasion and if 
present trcated accordingly at least a week before harvest starts. 
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7:3 Harvesting - from the bush to the pack house. 
Flowers are best if harvested in the mornings when it is cooler as research shows that 
Inaterid degeIRrdte5 at a greally accelerated rate at teinperdtures above 20C arid even 
more so above 2CC.. The acceptable hnz lag fiom the moment of harvest to being 
placed in water is on a graduated scale in accord ~4th the temperature at the time of 
harvest. Below 12C there will be very few problems but cut material should still be 
placed in water as soon as practical. From 12C. to 20C. tlie rnavirriurn time should 
not exceed 45 minutes, from 20C. to 25C. 30 minutes and for 25C. to 30C. an 
absolute maximum of 15 minutes. All these values are based on a relative humidity 
of 40% to 50%. If the air is dryer than this the time lag fiom bush to water should be 
reduced. 

When temperatures are 3OC. and over, especially if coupled with humidity of less 
than 30%, the vase life of flowers will be inconsistent,even if the material does appear 
to be in good condition at the time of harvest, and it is placed in water willliri minutes 
of harvest. It is under such conditions that clones that have been selected as having 
superior vaselife will show their ability to perform.When harvesting it is usual 
practice to cut to give the longest possible stem length without causing st~~ctural  
ddnage to the plant. It is important to cause the minirtiuni of tissue damage when 
handhg cut material as broken and bruised foliage will give off ethylene gas which 
is very detrimental to flowers. On no account should cut material ever be left lying 
in the sun even for a few minutes as many varieties can not tolerate the suns rays on 
the back of their leaves. A few minutes can cause some varieties to dehydrale and go 
black sometimes within half an hour. 

Cut material should not be heaped up and left lying on benches. When it is placed 
in buckets of water it should not be jammed in tight. All flowers and foliage that 
have been harvested go through a period when its temperature will rise after picking, 
(usually about 2C.within two to three hours ofharvest). It is their natural reaction to 
being cut. If material is left tight even if it is in buckets of water and not controlled 
by refrigeration it will continue to heat up which causes it to degenerate more rapidly. 
Always remember - the flower is at it most perfect state at the moment ofharvest. At 
that point, the plant has done its part; the rest is in the hands of the grower. 

7:4 Post-harvest - in the pack house and into the carton. 
This is the final phase in the chain and it is where quite often the efficiency of 
handling and processing the crop means the difference between profit and loss. This 
is for two reasons. If post harvest is done poorly you will have a poor product to sell 
and the buyer will only pay a poor price for it. The other reason is that it is in th~s 
phase where almost all of the labour content is. Labour whether it is your own or 
somebody else’s costs money and poor co-ordination and handling procedures that 
we h i e  consiutihs or rion productive will rapidly eat away any protil margin. I1 is 
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cult to actually put a time frame on processing a crop as some are much quicker 
I others to strip the leaves from, _grade and eventually pack into cartons. However 
,r instance you are pdyins $10 per hour and it takes an average of three minutes 
Prolea floWSr LO .hip Ult? k d V t S ,  _grddz mid pack CartoIlS, iWlUdhg C h h g  Uie 
on arid l a b e h g  and addressing it ready to dispatch, then it has cost 18 cents per 
n in labour to do it. Always remember that it is very repetitive work and a study 
:ach facet of handling should be scrutinised for efficiency in time and motion for 
1 facet Of UlZ oy?rdtio11. 

w the material is handled Once it arrives in the pack-house varies between pack 
Ises.. Some growers stand their flowers in buckets of water then immediately 
ce than iri the chiller, wIde others may ship the leaves before standing in water 
i placing them in the cMer. Some UPLU use other variables. A system is usually 
'rked out so that the minimum time expires from harvest to bringing the 
nperature down to around 4C. Once it has reached this temperature dehydration 
1 degeneration slow down to near zero and the aL$ng process is almost halted. 
-cuttmg of the stzms just prior to standing them in water ensures that they have a 
:sh start. The capillaries on some vaneties seal off very quickly in the air, 
>ctively stopping the stem from drawing up water as it should. A re-cut will 
nimise this problem. 

>od post-harvest handling will go a long way to making sure the flower gives its 
st possible value to the end consumer. Poor post-harvest handling can destroy the 
)wer well before its due t h e .  Dehydration is the greatest factor influencing tlie 
:generation of flowers and the principal cause of t h s  is high temperatures and/or 
:& dry air whch is not necessarily hot. Cold air can be very dry arid can cause 
vere dehydration in flowers. This is why flowers often give poor performance after 
ost - they are dehydrated. A chiller is a necessity if you are going to do Uie post- 
west job properly. Standing flowers in water without refiigeration is not sufficient 
I ensure that flowers will give the best possible results. Admittedly it is possible to 
rocess many varieties of leucadendrons (which are foliage and not flowers) through 
le winter rrioriths without refrigeration in some locations with acceptable results, but 
ith proteas, leucospermums and telopea it is virtually impossible to do full justice 
) them without refiigeration of some kind. Chillers are usually set to run at around 
C to 6C except for Banksia which seem to degenerate rapidly at anythmg below 
C.arid should be large enough to Iiandle tlie crop easily. An overloaded chiller is 
jorse than none as it can reach very high humidity levels. A refigeration en_gineer 
an advise you on capacities. 

l i e  qtidlity of waizr is important as poor water with a high pH. or wdter carrying 
i i n ~  (as out of a small dam) can cause rapid break down of plant tissue resulting in 
hckening of the leaves and flowers. Water with a hiL& pH. from a mains supply 



which has been chlorinated can be dsastrous to Protea flowers and is probably the 
reason why occasionally a shipment goes wrong as some mains supplies can vary 
somewhat day by day in pH. and chlorine content. As water is the common 
denominator in post-harvest procedures it is also the vehicle by which contamination 
can be passed from one batch to another and for this reason it is important that fresh 
water is always used for each batch that comes into the pack-house and that the 
containers are cleaned fiequently. Exposure to ethylene gas especially in high 
concentrations will do great damage to flowers of any kird Common souces of 
ethylene are fiom cut and bruised foliage and torn stems caused during the stripping 
of leaves or the removal of by-passes, petrol and diesel exhaust fumes, smoke fiom 
tobacco and ripening fiuit. Precautions to avoid the exposure of flowers to these 
sources should be taken at all times.Good post-harvest procedures are really just 
good common sense. 
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iECTION EIGHT 

?roblems - Reasons - Remedies 
his section is designed as a quick reference check list lo help you to detmlhie What 
re the reasons fbr problems whch you vvlll encounter from time to hme. It is not 
,esigned as a cure all fix it remedy for everytlung. 

Much can be read about your plants health fioni its leaves and the probable cause of 
L problem can often be identified this way. The listing of symptoms and problems 
ire divided into sections and are filed under the headmg where they are most likely 
o occur. However there are occasions where several things could be the cause of the 
;ymptoms so sonietirnes you may Iind it in more Uian one place. 

fie system of referrals used in this section is the same as that used throughout the 
2ook and it directs the reader to the file containing the information on the subject 
uider review. It is riot designed as a cure-all &-it help-line but rather where to go to 
for more information. 

In each file the problem is printed in normal text. The possible causes are in italics 
and the posible remedy@) are in bold print. 

Sub Section (A) - Plant Health 
A8.1 1,eaves have a horny texture, usually crinkled with high colour on edges and 
pale on the upper surfaces exposed to the sunlight. Advanced symptoms are dead 
tissue around the edges of the leaves and general dehydration of foliage and flowers. 
i. Too much sunlight for tJie variety pIanted. 
ii. Prohahly aggravated by high pH. andphosphate levels 
.Remedy, Avoid planting varieties that are sensitive to high light levels where 
they wil1 face the sun all day. These varieties should always be planted on slopes 
facing away from the sun or be shaded. 

A8.2 Leaves pale between leaf ribs with ribs highhghted green. Lcaf shows chlorosis 
towards the tip and in some cases tip burn. 
i. Lack of magnesium 
ii If there is tip burn there is also n deficiency ofiron. 
Remedy.Apply magnesium (Epsom salts), 1000 ppm. and iron (iron chelate), 
SO0 ppm. as a drench spray. Repeat as necessary.Note:- This problem is 
usually of a seasonal nature linked to the spring growth period. 

********** 

********* 
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A8.3 Leaves pale between ribs with burning at the tips progressing to severe tip bum 
and a mottling effect of the foliage. 
i.High phosphate lcvelsprcsentprohah!v aggravated h,v 
,ii High pH. and or dry soil conditions 
RemedyJt is difficult to bring the phosphate level down. Apply sulphate of 
ammonia as a drench a t  2000 ppm and also as a ground dressing. Keeping the 
soil moishrre up during dry conditions will often help. 

A8.4 Leaves begin a pale blotching as light and temperatures rise during progress into 
summer. Leaves eventually go almost white md roll back at the edges and show 
bum along the edges. There may be a slight pinkish appearance on some varieties. 
f. V e v  high nitrate nitrogen levels. Proteas in particular will be afected. It  can be 
caused by the breaking down of hums at high temperatures such as under weed 
matting. 
ii.Can also be causcd by excessive use of applied nitrogen especial+ those of a 
nitrate form. 
Remedy. Heavy flushing with irrigation does help to reduce it but will not help 
the plants much that are affected. A delay of six months from the laying of 
matting or the rotary hoeing of herbage into the ground to planting will reduce 
the risk of this problem. If you must apply nitrogen do so in small doses 

A8.5 Leaves are small and show tip burn during hot weather otherwise O.K. 
iShortage ofpotash 
Remedy. Usually a short duration problem. Keep moisture levels up for the 
remainder of the summer. Apply potash prudently (see 6.7) in the following 
early spring to avoid a recurrence the following year. Very high levels of potash 
will cause chlorosis in some varieties. Be careful. 

A8.6 Plant has rosette leaves with growth tips sometimes arranged in a whorl. 
Leaves may have a "bird beak" (twisted) tip. 
i.Principa1 cause is zinc deficiency, often associated with iron and mapnesium 
shortages. 
Remedy. Apply sulphate of zinc at 500 ppm. as  a drench several times. Pay 
attention to iron and magnesium, see 6:9. 

A8.7 Foliage of plant is paler than it should be but leaves do not show veining as for 
magnesium deficiency. Growths are shorter than expected. 
i Shortage of nitrogm, usual[v shows following spring growth aftrr about rhr 
third or fwr th  yearfiom planting ifno supplementary supplies have been applied 
Remedy. Apply sulphate of ammonia as a side dressing. Remember - small 
doses only (see 8.4) or use a liquid fertalizer through irrigation. Refer to 6.8 for 
information on liquid fertilizers. 

* * * * * * * * * X  

* * * * X * * * * *  

********** 

* * * * *e** * *  
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A8.8 A cream coloured variegation shows on lower leaves and progresses up the 
plant intensifiing as it pro.gresses. For a start it may only affect one side of the plant 
or in lox! doses it may only show as a faint mar-Med yellouky of leaves that were 
developing tit the tine. of being anected or Ihc leaves may be slighUy slurlled md 
rnar-gined 
i. Almost certainlv the result of a herbicide containing Svmizine or similar 
compound being used within the root zone of the plant. 
Remedy. Refrain from using this l y e  of chemlml within the root ?me  of plants. 
Plants will usually survive one or two small accidents hut no more. See 3.19 & 
3.20 for more information on the dangers of weed control chemicals. 

A8.9 Plants take on a slightly stunted and lack-lustre appzawice. The ~riar_Oins of 
leaves will often take on a dark appearance and leucadendrons will set bracts earlier 
than usual. Foliage may later take on a slightly pink hue especially at tips which may 
then show a photo sensitivity burn appearance. Stems become slightly dehydrated 
and brittle. In some instances especially in colder climates ptants will develop a 
silvery appearance (about six months later) which is often mistaken for silver blight. 
i. Plants are gfected by Round Up or similar compound by direct contact (ifthe 
symptoms develop rapidlv, 
or 
ii. Ifthe progress of symptoms ofpoisoning are slow to develop it is more probable 
that it is caused either bv bv translocation through the rootsfiom thefleshy roots 
ofsprayed weeds or it has been absorbed by theprotcoid roots. 
Remedy There is nothing that can be done to Improve the plant. Once affected 
the plant will either eventually die but may malinger on as an unproductive 
plant for several years. Avoid using this or any other chemical that translocates 
in the root zone of plants especially if there are any weeds with fleshy roots 
present. Refer to 3.19 - 3.20 and 512. 

A8.10 New growths all over the plant go slightly pink edged silver and foliage is small 
and slightly twisted. Last few cm.of terminals may be twisted. 
i. Plant has been afected by hormone drifr, possib!vwfiom a great distance awa-v, 

Proteaceae are very sensitive when making their spring growths 
.Remedy Check your chemical store for leaking containers as some of these 
chemicals are highly volatile and the vapour can drift to affect plants several 
hundred metres away. If symptoms are only on the lower foliage of large plants 
or all over only small plants, the problem may have originated from the use of 
weed control prills/granules. Some of these give off gas for a few hours when 
first applied. 

* * * X * * * * * *  

**+******* 

********** 
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A8.11 Foliage of new growths show burning then go grey after a few days and is 
confined to one side of the plant. 
i. -4lmost certain to be salt bumj-om dry winds. Ma-v occur i p  to ? O h  (25 miles) 
inland. Damage irslral!\v shoivs up after a strong wind which is not followed by 
rain. 
Remedy-Move further inland! Trim off foliage that i s  showing severe burn as it 
may later he host to fungi. 

A8.12 Sudden appearance of random black patches on the younger leaves and 
temporary tip wilt during the heat of the day. 
i. Plant has been temporally short of soil moisture and/or over heated through the 
lack of air movement. 
Remedy. Increase soil moisture, (see 3.11 - 3.13) and air movement. 

A8.13 Plants fail to establish well and show stress from dehydration. Light even at 
low levels of exposure cause photo sensitivity. Plants often fail during the second 
summer. 
i. Plant has poor primary root dPvelopment almost certainly caused by the 
container medium being incompatible with the plantation soil t p e  (see 4.6 - 4.7) 
.ii. Plant root system is affected by nematodes (see S.Z7).iii. Plant has suffered 
some physical root damagefiom ground insect popidations (se 5. IS). 
Remedy. Refer to files listed above. 

A8.14 The flower heads of p cynaroides take on a gnarled and silvery appearance - 
some leucodendrons particularly the laureolum type also show symptons. The 
problem is initially confined to the tips but may progress down the stem later. 
i. The plant has been seriously afected hyfiost at some time. Ifyou take the stem 
and split it through the middle you willjnd that somewhere between the tip and 
the base of the plant the pith has turned dark brawn or blackish. A close inspection 
will often show heahd ovw lesions f iom pr~vious fiost damagp. This may have 
occurred two winters before (see 3.7). 
ii. The plant has been affected by the careless use qf weed control chemical within 
its root zone (see 3.19 - 3.20) andA8: 13 above. 
Remedy. Prevention is the only remedy. Refer to files listed above. 

A8.15 A plant that has been very healthy suddenly dies and dead branches goe 
black within days. 
i. The plant has been visitpd by a dog T h y  are dPadIy on all ProteaceaP. 
Remedy. I t  i s  quite obvious!! 

********** 

********** 

********** 

*I******** 
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